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ABSTRACT
In Mediterranean Europe, land abandonment and

This study proposes a conceptual framework, using

fire suppression have given rise to increasingly

the two previously mentioned dimensions -fire

bigger wildfires, generating large (im)material

severity and fire control- as a means to increase the

losses and environmental impact. Contrary to

potential forms of fire being discussed to four “fire

popular belief, fire is not necessarily a negative

archetypes”. In order to facilitate this discussion

phenomenon

ecosystems.

two design products are developed; (1) a card game,

Fire as an ecological agent is known to produce

meant to bridge the gap between the technical

positive effects, as many species have developed

and emotional aspects of fire and (2) a proposal

adaptations to fire. Increasingly, fire is used

for a fire landscape park, illustrating how the fire

-intentionally- as a tool to attain management

archetypes from the conceptual framework might

objectives, ranging from fuel control to improving

be implemented.

in

Mediterranean

ecological values. However, as of yet, fire science
is a strongly technocratic field, in which there is
little research on the link between these physical
fires, the environmental benefits they are able to
produce (ecosystem services) and the emotions and
experiences produced by these fires.
To enhance our understanding of fire as both a
physical and mental phenomenon and thus help
the transition towards co-existence with fire, this
study compares two forms of fire -wildfires and
prescribed fires- on their respective biophysical
effects, the ecosystem services they produce
and the emotional response they generate. The
results indicate that high fire severity -such as in
wildfires- diminishes ecosystem service produced,
while prescribed fires -lower in severity- can
promote ecosystem services. Secondly, the lack
of control in wildfires is associated with strong
negative emotions, while the control in prescribed
fires generate more moderately positive emotional
responses.
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INTRODUCTION

BAD FIRE

In the case of Mediterranean Europe, two main
causes can be identified that contribute to the

Wildfires

are

problematic

perceived

as

phenomenon

an

around

increasingly
the

fire problem, which are land abandonment and

world

fire policy. The first, land abandonment (see

(Adams, 2013) and, as in many other regions, the

figure 1.1), is an issue encountered throughout the

frequency, size and costs of fires in Mediterranean

Mediterranean as a consequence of a combination

Europe has been on the rise -quite drastically- since

of socio-economic changes (Koulouri and Giourga,

the 1980’s (Scarascia-Mugnozza and Oswald, 2000;

2007; Maccherini et al., 2013; Romero-Díaz et al.,

Seijo and Gray, 2012). The fire season of 2017 has

2016). The subsequent recolonization of former

been particularly notorious, with major wildfires

agricultural lands by natural vegetation does not

in California generating more than 9 billion dollars

only increase the amount of flammable biomass,

in damage (Kasler, 2017) and even Greenland

but has also increases the connectivity of fire-prone

experiencing wildfires (Le Page, 2017).

landscapes, which has led to fires much larger in
extent (Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012).

In Portugal, fires in June and October killed a total
of 109 people (Barros, 2017; Jornal de Notícias,

The second cause can be found in governmental

2017), burning a record-braking 520.000 hectares

policy dominant in the 20th century, which

in total (Reuters, 2017), about 6.5 times the annual

was aimed at actively excluding fires from the

average, as figure 1.2 shows. Just how large an

landscape. This has created a fuel overload in many

area this is, shows when comparing the Pedrógão

wildfire-prone landscapes (Adams, 2013; Pausas

Grande fire from June to the city of Rotterdam

and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012; Seijo and Gray, 2012)

(the Netherlands) (see figure 1.3). In figure 1.4 a

including those in Mediterranean Europe, such as in

similar comparison is made between the province

Portugal (Collins et al., 2013). Once these oversized

of Utrecht (the Netherlands) and the majority of

amounts of biomass do eventually catch fire, they

area burnt in 2017 in Portugal.

give rise to unprecedented, much more intense
mega-fires (Adams, 2013). Additionally, the effects
of climate change are expected to intensify these
problems (Adams, 2013; Pausas and FernándezMuñoz, 2012; Scarascia-Mugnozza and Oswald,
2000; Seijo and Gray, 2012).

figure 1.1 | Due to land abandonment, former agricultural lands across the Mediterranean are experiencing the regrowth of natural
vegetation, which increases fire risks.
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figure 1.2 | Comparison of the 15 countries in the EFFIS system
that experienced the largest area burnt in 2017 (up to the
18 of December). The area burnt in 2017 is compared to the
th

annual average from 2008 to 2016. Adapted from: (European
Commission, 2017).
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figure 1.3 | Scale
comparison
between the 2017
Pedrógão Grande
fire in Portugal
and the city of
Rotterdam in
the Netherlands.
Scale 1:300.000
(Adapted from:
ICNF, 2017;
Kadaster (BRK),
2017a, 2017b;
Rijkswaterstaat,
2017.)

Within the field of wildland fire, the increase (or

limited the availability of fuel and thus the ability of

decrease) of fire occurrence and change(s) in fire

large wildfires to arise, to a weather-driven state,

character are generally described as a shift in fire

where solely the occurrence of extensive dry periods

regime. A fire regime can be described as “…the

can provide the conditions needed for wildfires

patterns of frequency, season, type, severity and

(Fernandes et al., 2013; Pausas and Fernández-

extent of fires in a landscape.” (Bond and Keeley,

Muñoz, 2012; Seijo and Gray, 2012). According to

2005, p.389). The causes mentioned above signal

some scientists, the increasing number of mega-

a shift in the Mediterranean fire regime from pre-

fire, due to elevated fuel loads and increasingly

industrial agro-pastoral societies -in which fire

frequent fire promoting weather conditions due

formed an essential element of land management-

to climate change, should even be seen as a newly

towards industrialised societies -in which fire

emerging fire regime (Adams, 2013; Seijo and Gray,

increasingly disappeared from the countryside

2012).

(Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012). This shift is
often described as a move away from a fuel-limited
state, where grazing and intentional burning
15

figure 1.4 | Scale
comparison
between the areas
burnt in Portugal
during the 2017
fire season,
the Pedrógão
Grande fire and
the province of
Utrecht in the
Netherlands.
Scale 1:750.000
(Adapted from:
ICNF, 2017;
Kadaster (BRK),
2017a, 2017b;
Rijkswaterstaat,
2017.)

GOOD FIRE

of many Mediterranean ecosystems (Calvo et
al., 2012; Seijo and Gray, 2012). Many species

The practice of wildfire exclusion has also shaped

have developed adaptations to or even depend

-and partly been shaped by- the pervasive idea that

on recurring fires (Pausas et al., 2008; Scarascia-

fire in the landscape can only destroy ecological

Mugnozza and Oswald, 2000). Secondly, the use of

values and property, justifying its prevention at all

fire by humans is believed to be one of the dominant

cost (Pausas et al., 2008; Seijo, 2009). The effects of

forces

decades of public awareness campaigns, depicting

landscapes (Blondel, 2006). These uses mostly

fire as a malicious phenomenon, are still felt up

had agropastoral objectives, such as land clearing,

to this day in many parts of Western societies

stimulate pasture regeneration or the regulation of

(Doerr and Santín, 2016). However, the role of fire

pests and diseases (Seijo, 2009).

that

helped

shape

the

Mediterranean

as an ecological agent, essential in shaping many

16

of earth’s ecosystems is well understood. This

In the contemporary landscape, prescribed fire

especially holds true for the Mediterranean, where

(or prescribed burning) has been devised as a tool

fire is believed to be inseparable from the evolution

in land management that echoes these former

intentional uses of fire. Prescribed fire is often

With the notion of “Living with Fire” gaining

defined on the basis of two properties. The first is

traction (Doerr and Santín, 2016; Moritz et al.,

that a prescribed fire always has a component of

2014), it is obvious that better integration of these

deliberation: a prescribed fire is set intentionally.

different domains -the physical, the societal and

The second part of the definition states that the

the perception- is needed (Moritz et al., 2014; Pyne,

fire has a management objective that needs to be

2016). Landscape architecture has a strong basis

achieved (Fernandes et al., 2013; Fernandes and

in the integration and development of synergies

Botelho, 2003; Kayll, 1974; Santín and Doerr, 2016).

between these domains (Roncken et al., 2014), as

Currently, these objectives are either (1) promoting

shown in seminal pieces by Thompson (2000) and

or conserving ecological values or (2) regulating

McHarg (1969). Thus, landscape architecture as a

fuel loads in the landscape to curb wildfire risks

discipline could play an important role in reshaping

(Fernandes

Nevertheless,

and advancing our relation to fire as a landscape

prescribed fire as a valid land management method

phenomenon. Vice versa, the phenomenon of

is still met with limited acceptance among the

fire can help advance recent concepts -such as

public and policy makers (Fernandes et al., 2013).

the landscape machine- that propose to “design

and

Botelho,

2003).

landscapes that challenge human beings and
human collectives to allow them to redefine nature

LACKING KNOWLEDGE:
DESIGN & RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

within and beyond themselves.” (Roncken et al.,
2011, p.80).
However, as of yet, the discipline has scarcely been
involved with the issue. No literature published in

Currently a lot of expertise and research is

peer-reviewed Landscape Architecture journals

focussed on understanding the biophysical effect of

could be found using Google Scholar or Scopus.

different types of fire, in which studies range from

Design examples are scare (Duke, 2016) and of

differences in fire characteristics and behaviour

the major (inter)national landscape architecture

(Adams, 2013; Baeza et al., 2002; Moreira et al.,

associations (IFLA, ASLA, IFLA Europe) as well as

2010; Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012; Seijo

Mediterranean associations (APAP, AEP, AIAPP),

and Gray, 2012)

to the effects on soil (Certini,

only the American Society of Landscape Architects

2005; Neary et al., 2005; Santín and Doerr, 2016)

(ASLA) makes mention of the topic on their website.

and from hydrology (DeBano, 2000; Keesstra et al.,

Though their article does make mention of the

2014; Stoof et al., 2011) to ecological effects (Bond

potential of prescribed fire in land management,

and Keeley, 2005; Hutto, 2008; Pastro et al., 2011;

the overall tone of the piece resonates the defensive

Pausas, 2006). Despite all this knowledge, there is

stance against fire: “Landscape architects work

no comprehensive overview yet of the ecosystem

with planners, foresters, and arborists to design

services that are affected by these different forms

natural defences against fire that protect individual

of fire. Secondly, the scarce research on the social

homes or communities. Landscape architects create

aspects of the fire issue is mainly focussed on

master plans that lay out communities, so they

topics like risk perception (Shavit et al., 2013),

can integrate landscape plans that improve safety.”

the acceptance of management options (Brunson

(ASLA, 2017) (own emphases).

and Evans, 2005) or community preparedness
(Carroll and Paveglio, 2016). Our understanding of
the public’s emotional and aesthetic perception of
different types of fire and fire management is still
limited.
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To expand on the knowledge available for landscape

READING GUIDE

architects to deal with and design with fire, this
thesis sets out to produce new insights into these

This report starts by discussing the methods used in

physical, societal and perception domains of fire

answering the research questions mentioned above.

and the way(s) they relate to each other. Hopefully,

It will then discuss each of the three domains -fire’s

a more holistic perspective on fire in the landscape

biophysical effects, fire ecosystem services and fire

can help clarify the issues in moving towards a

emotions- in three separate chapters. Chapter six

coexistence with fire as well as elucidate potential

tries to clarify whether differences in opinions can

solutions. This is knowledge not only of interest to

be explained based on interviewee-characteristics.

landscape architects, but those concerned with fire
management in general.

In chapter seven a conceptual model is developed
that tries to show the relationship between physical

Thus, the main design question this thesis will try

and mental fire and the ecosystem services

to answer is:

produced by both. Lastly, based on the results from
the former chapters, chapter 8 demonstrates the

How can the phenomenon of fire –both physically and

role design could play in the transition towards

mentally- be employed to produce ecosystem services in

living with fire. The conclusion will then revisit the

the Portuguese landscape?

research questions and the design question in order
to try and answer them.

To answer this question, the thesis will compare two
types of fire -wildfires and prescribed fires- on the
three topics mentioned above: biophysical effects,
ecosystem services affected and the perceptional
relationship to fire.
What are the differences in fire-character between
prescribed fires and wildfires and what are their
respective biophysical effects?
What ecosystem services could the landscape system
generate under these two fire regimes?
In what ways do humans experience fire in the
landscape and how does that affect their ideas on fire
management?
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METHODS

In this study two main techniques were used to

of subdisciplines, such as soil science, hydrology,

answer the three research questions. A literature

ecology and studies on the physical behaviour of

review was used to explorer the biophysical effects

fire. Without the appropriate expertise it becomes

of fire (R.Q.1). Interviews were conducted in Portugal

difficult to assess the validity of individual studies,

to gain insight in fire ecosystem services (R.Q.2) and

the significance of their results and their place

emotions (R.Q.3). Design was employed as a method

within the wider scientific context.

in answering the design question. The exact ways in
which design was used will be discussed separately

Of course, there are also arguments to be made

in chapter 8.

against the use of review articles, one of them

LITERATURE REVIEW

being that topics that have received little academic
research are also less likely to be included in review
articles. Secondly, validity and significance of

The first research question, on the differences

individual studies have already been judged by the

between wildfires and prescribed fires in terms of

review’s author, which necessitates a level of trust

fire characteristics and their respective biophysical

in the review’s author, which is higher if the author

effects, was answered using a literature review.

is known to be a knowledgeable and capable expert

Given that fire science is an extensive research

within his or her field.

field, involving many different subdisciplines,
reading and discussing all of the literature would

To overcome these issues, specific choices were

be unfeasible given the time restraints of this

made in the design of literature review. First,

thesis. Thus the choice was made to focus on review

multiple reviews were used, written by different

articles, that summarize the existing knowledge

authors from different disciplines, to ensure that

on specific fire topics, and compare the respective

the review included as much topics as possible.

effects of wildfires and prescribed fires in that way.

Secondly, the articles were all drawn from peerreviewed literature, showing that the authors of the

Various arguments -both for and against- the use

papers are deemed trustworthy in their field.

of review articles in a literature review can be made.
Using review articles creates a way to cover a lot of
ground in a relatively limited time span. Secondly,
fire science is a complex field including a large range
table 2.1 | Overview of the keywords used in the literature search.

Keyword

Working definition

Wildfire

All fires that do not meet the criteria of a prescribed fire. Wildland fire.

Synonymous keywords

Prescribed fire

Intentional use of fire to attain objectives.

Prescribed burning, prescribed
burns.

Mediterranean Geographic region bordering the Mediterranean sea.

Southern Europe, Spain/

Europe

Portugal, Iberia, Iberian
peninsula.

Fire regime

A set of fire characteristics, encompassing -amongst

Fire intensity, fire severity.

others- fire frequency, fire intensity and fire size.
Biophysical

The combination of abiotic systems, such as the physical Soil, geomorphology, water,
properties of soil or chemical properties of water, and

water quality, vegetation,

biotic systems, such as soil composition and vegetation

succession.

dynamics.
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SEARCH

ANALYSIS

The search for literature was primarily conducted

During the review of the resulting articles, a

using the Google Scholar search engine, using

process similar to coding was employed to produce

various combinations of the main keywords shown

a structured overview of the statements made in

in table 2.1. The first 20 to 30 search results were

the literature and thus spot potential contradictions

scanned and -when deemed relevant- a closer look

and agreements between sources. The analysis

was taken at the abstract. This relevancy was judged

process -represented in figure 2.1- existed of two

using a range of -increasingly specific- selection

major steps.

criteria as shown in table 2.2, some of which were in
turn also used as keywords to further specify search

In the first step each article was read with a focus

results. Preference was given to articles written

on the characteristics and biophysical effects of

within the last decade in order to try to reflect the

prescribed fire and wildfires. Parts of the article

most up-to-date scientific understanding of fire.

pertaining to these topics were marked, noted
and assigned an unique ID. The essence of the

The literature search resulted in a total of ten

statement in the article was then formulated in a

articles, shown in table 2.3. Eight of the ten articles

short sentence, called a code. If an already existing

are review articles, one is a regular journal article

code was able to capture the gist of the quote, that

resulting from a single study and one source is a

code was reused. The codes were divided into four

book chapter. Most articles were published in the

main categories; fire characteristics, soil effects,

last decade, with the exception of Le Houerou

vegetation effects and water effects. When a

(1974).

statement in the article stated something on more
than one of these topics, more than one code was
assigned. The result was a list of quotes from the
articles (185 in total) with their respective codes and
a separate list of all the codes used (163 in total).

table 2.2 | Overview of the criteria used in assessing the relevancy of the literature found.

Criterium

Argument

Mediterranean

Fire can occur in a wide range of biomes, including tropical rainforests

ecosystems

or taiga. This thesis is interested in the Mediterranean biome as found in
the Mediterranean Basin, South Africa or California.

(low)

Compared to other Mediterranean biomes, the Mediterranean basin has
a long history of human land use and fire, generating different dynamics
than (for example) the much shorter history of Western civilization in
California.

(high)

Relevancy

Mediterranean basin

Southern Europe/

Due to socio-economic, political and demographic differences the

Northern

landscapes of the Southern Mediterranean (North-Africa) are generally

Mediterranean

exposed to overexploitation and degradation, whereas in Mediterranean
Europe land is being abandoned (Bonet and Pausas, 2007). This not only
affects the occurrence of fire, but also the effects after fires.

Iberian Peninsula

Given that the fieldwork was also conducted in Portugal, preference
was given over the Iberian Peninsula to reflect possible climatic and
topographical differences with other parts of Southern Europe.

22

In the second step, the list of codes was printed and
the individual codes were physically categorized to
form coherent groups. When, during this process, it
became apparent that certain codes made a similar
statement they were merged. This process created
a categorization into four main themes -fire
characteristics, soil effects, vegetation effects and
water effects- with a sub-categorisation on more
specific topics within these themes.
figure 2.1 | Overview of the coding process used in the literature
table 2.3 | Articles reviewed in the literature review.

Title

review.

Author(s)

Fire and soils: Key concepts and recent Bento-Gonçalves,
advances

Year

Type

Journal

2011

review

Geoderma

2012

book chapter

-

2016

review

Philosophical

Vieira, Úbeda &
Martin

Fire in the Mediterranean

Keeley, Bond,
Bradstock, Pausas &
Rundel

Fire effects on soils: the human

Santin & Doerr

dimension

Transactions of the
Royal Society of
Biology

A comparison of effects from

Nesmith, Caprio,

2011

experiment

prescribed fires and wildfires managed Pfaff, McGinnis &

Forest Ecology and
Management

for resource objectives in Sequoia and Keeley
Kings Canyon National Parks
Prescribed burning in southern

Fernandes, Davies,

Europe: developing fire management

Ascoli, Fernández,

2013

review

Frontiers in
Ecology and the

in a dynamic landscape

Moreira, Rigolot,

Environment

Stoof, Vega &
Molina.
Are wildfires a disaster in the

Pausas, Llovet,

Mediterranean Basin? - A review

Rodrigo & Vallejo

Fire intensity, fire severity and burn

Keeley

2008

review

International
Journal of Wildland
Fire

2009

review

severity: a brief review and suggested

Journal of Wildland

usage
Post-wildfire soil erosion in the

International
Fire

Shakesby

2011

review

Mediterranean: review and future

Earth-Science
Reviews

research directions
Fire and vegetation in the

le Houerou

1974

review

Mediterranean basin

Annual Proceedings
of the Tall Timbers
Fire Ecology
Conference

Effects of fire on properties of forest

Certini

2005

review

Oecologia

soils: a review
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INTERVIEWS

A total of 31 interviews were conducted, with a total
of 26 interviewees featuring in them. The majority

In search for answers on the second and third

of the interviews were conducted in and around

research question -respectively concerned with

Mafra -the village close to Lisboa- whereas only

the ecosystem services and emotions connected to

two interviewees were spoken to in and around

fire- interviews were deemed the most appropriate

Seia. The majority of the interviews were conducted

method.

the

in and around Mafra -the village close to Lisboa-

knowledge of the author- relatively little research

whereas only two interviews were conducted in and

has been conducted on these topics, showing in

around Seia. The interviews were conducted in a

the limited amount of literature available. Without

semi-structured way and varied in duration from

clues on the ecosystem services provided by fire

10 to 15 minutes to 1.5 hours . The interviews can

or how the image of fire might vary between

generally be divided into two types. The first group

different groups of people, interviews were mainly

of interviewees consisted of local inhabitants and

meant to explorer the range of views and opinions

tourists, which were interviewed mostly in the field

on these topics. This motivated the choice for

in a relatively short amount of time, typically 15

semi-structured interviews and an opportunistic

to 20 minutes. The second group of interviewees

approach

consisted mainly of experts either involved in

This

in

was

mainly

choosing

the

because

-to

interviewees.

This

explorative character of the research can provide
a starting point for future research, but it is also
limitation that needs to be taken into account when
considering the results.
Besides the interviews, the Images of Nature as
defined by Buijs (2009) were used in the form of
questionnaire as a potential tool to better understand
different emotional responses or fire management
choices

mentioned

by

the

interviewees.

The

framework of Buijs was chosen because it links
(three) key beliefs to a) five images of nature and b)
concrete management attitudes (Hands off, Limited
management, Hands on). The framework was based
however on nature management in the Dutch
context, which brings some limitations into play.

CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS
The locations to visit and conduct these interviews
were arranged using the network of one of the
supervisors. This resulted in visits to the civil
protection agencies in the municipalities of Seia
-located in the district of Guarda- and Mafra
-district of Lisboa- both located in Portugal (figure
2.2). Field visits occurred from the 29th of June to
the 6th of July 2017, which was briefly after the
devastating Pedrógão Grande fire (mentioned in
the introduction) had occurred, which might have
affected the emotional response of the interviewees.

figure 2.2 | Map of Portugal with the locations of Seia and
Mafra, where the interviews were conducted, scale 1:50.000.
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table 2.4 | The Images of Nature and their underlying beliefs as defined by Buijs (2009).

Images of Nature

Beliefs

Level of management

Nature-culture divide? Fragile-Resilient Balance-change
Wilderness

N <-> C

Fragile

Balance

Hands off

Autonomy

N <-> C

Resilient

Change

Hands off

Inclusive

N+C

Fragile

Change

Limited management

Aesthetic

N+C

Fragile

Balance

Limited management

Functional

N+ C

Resilient

Change

Hands on

table 2.5 | Questions used in the questionnaire and the Image of Nature they indicate.

Belief

Formulated question

Answers

Nature - Culture divide Do you think that a garden, park or
Balance-Change
Fragile - Resilient

Yes: Aesthetic, Functional & Inclusive

farmer’s field is nature?

No: Wilderness, Autonomy

Do you believe that nature is

Change: Autonomy, Functional & Inclusive

ever-changing or that it is stable?

Stable: Wilderness & Aesthetic

Do you believe that nature needs our Fragile: Wilderness, Aesthetic & Inclusive
help or is it able to manage itself?

Resilient: Autonomy & Functional

conducting prescribed fires and/or combatting

whether he or she was professionally involved in

wildfires. They were mostly interviewed in an

fire management (expert) or not (non-expert).

indoor setting, such as an office which -also given
the more extensive content of the interviews- lead

LANGUAGE & TRANSCRIPTION

to a longer interview times of one hour to 1.5 hours.

Due to the language barrier that existed between
the interviewer and the interviewees, in most cases

With each interviewee a questionnaire was also filled

conversation had to pass through a translator.

in, in order to determine their “Image of Nature”.

Answers needed to be translated from Portuguese

This questionnaire was made using table 2.4 in the

to English and questions vice versa. The translators

article by Buijs (2009), which distinguishes five

were often found in the form of the employees of

“images of nature” based on three beliefs about

the Proteção Civil, Artur Costa -[abbreviation AC]-

nature. These three beliefs are: nature as part of

or Carlos Trindade –[abbreviation CT]-, who were

culture vs. nature separate from culture, fragile

facilitating the field visits. This poses the question

nature vs resilient nature and stable nature vs.

how big the influence of the translator is on the

changing nature. Each unique combination of these

formulated answers, or -in case the interviewee

three beliefs yields one of the five images of nature,

was able to answer in English for him or herself-

thus the determining these three beliefs for each

whether

interviewee is enough to determine that image of

enough for them to accurately express themselves.

nature. To facilitate discussion on these three beliefs

One example in the results is the answer of CC

a simpler question was formulated for each of these

[abbreviation of one of the interviewees] on the

beliefs, which are shown in table 2.5. Secondly,

question how she reacted to the Pedrógão Grande

each interviewee was asked for his or her preferred

wildfire. PC [abbreviation for an interviewee]

type of fire management, which were derived from

translated the answer as: “Maybe, I think the typical

the management levels identified by Buijs: Let it

response of the Portuguese people, try to help to give

their

English

proficiency

was

large

Burn (Hands-off), Suppression (Hands-on) and
Prescribed Burning (Limited management). Lastly,
each interviewee was assigned a label indicating
25

food for the firemens.” (Q.216)1. In this case, one

Secondly, coding was chosen to give a more

can doubt whether the qualification “typical” was

objective, quantitative character to the analysis

expressed by CC or if it is an addition made by PC,

process. Though the coding process in itself is a

who is a fire expert with extensive experience in

qualitative technique in personal interpretation can

dealing with fire.

have a large influence on the final results. However,
by coding these choices and interpretations made

Various techniques were used to overcome these

by the researcher in this process are documented

uncertainties. During the interview the interviewee’s

very precisely. As a result, though the codes and

body language and the rough translations from

the ways in which they were applied still remain

keywords were generally sufficient to judge the

debatable, the documentation of the entire process

accuracy of the translation that followed. If an

provides peers with better insight into the process

interviewee was able to speak English, an effort was

and facilitates discussion and critique. In addition,

made to keep the conversation as simple as possible

raw quantitative data, such as the number of times

by avoiding jargon and dividing questions into

a certain code was encountered, or the number

smaller parts. Questions were sometime repeated in

of interviewees that mentioned a certain subject,

an interview to see whether answers (or at least the

can be of use in preventing -unintended- “mental

translations) were consistent.

overrepresentation” of the issues and topics
encountered during the interviews. The coding

After requesting permission, the interviews were

process thus forms another layer helping to filter

recorded using a cell phone and transcribed.

out and minimize personal bias.

Grammatical errors or unnecessary repetitions
were not removed from the transcript, filler words,

Preparation

intonation and pauses on the other hand were not

In preparation of the coding process, preliminary

included in the transcript. Of the total 31 sound

coding categories were formulated (see table 2.6)

recordings only 18 were complete interviews judged

representing the six major themes that were deemed

fit for transcription. The discarded 13 recordings

relevant in answering the 2nd and 3rd research

were either partial conversations not relevant to the

question, while the seventh category was to be used

research or recordings of persons that did not wish

to supply additional input to discuss the image of

to participate in the interview.

nature of the interviewees. Using printed copies
of the transcripts, interview sections pertaining

CODING OF INTERVIEWS

to these seven themes were colour-coded and

After the interviews had been transcribed, coding

annotations or small summaries were made in the

was employed as an analysis technique that served

margin. If a section did not fit into one of the seven

two objectives. The first was to have a closer, more

categories, but was still believed to hold valuable

thorough examination of the opinions expressed

or relevant information it was also marked for later

by the interviewees. Coding helps in this, as

reference. These colour-coded documents were

the act of codifying and categorizing individual

used as the basis for the consecutive coding.

statements necessitates a more precise look at and
interpretation of the content.

In his Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers,
Johnny Saldaña (2009) differentiates two cycles
with corresponding techniques in the coding
process. The first cycle is focussed on exploration
of the data, which means that the codes used are
relatively general and are applied to larger sections
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1|The combination Q.XXX refers to the quote-id the text

of data. In the second coding cycle the first cycle

was cited from. A list of all interview excerpts and the codes

results are further analysed and patterns and

they were assigned is available in appendix III

relationships are formed. In this thesis the coding

table 2.6 | Coding techniques used for the different themes identified in the interviews.

Category

# Definition/contents

Research

Coding technique

Question
Fire ecosystem services 4

The regulating, provisioning and cultural

R.Q.2

Holistic coding

ecosystem services that fire in the landscape
can provide.
Spatial interventions

5

for fire management
Society & fire

Spatial interventions connected to the

Holistic coding

occurrence of fire.
3

Collective causes and effects of fire in the

Holistic coding.

landscape.
Fire emotions

2

Personal emotional responses to fire in the

R.Q.3

Emotional coding

landscape.
Nature-image

1

Expressions of the image of nature that the

Holistic coding

interviewee holds.
Fire management

6

Thoughts about the ways fire in the

Value coding

landscape should be managed.
First cycle
process was also split into two cycles, in which

After all the interviews had been treated in this

the first was more explorative in character and the

manner, the marked sections were revisited and

second cycle used to further refine the results. An

coded using three different coding techniques

overview of the complete coding process is shown

-holistic coding, emotional coding and values

in figure 2.3.

coding- as described by Saldaña (2009). As can be
seen in Table 4, the holistic coding technique was used

The iteration in the coding process generated by

almost exclusively, which “…applies a single code

these cycles helped to improve the results in two

to each large unit of data in the corpus to capture

ways. First, rereading interviews multiple times

a sense of the overall contents and the possible

generate a complete overview enabling a better

categories that may develop…” (Saldaña, 2009,

understanding of how each interview-excerpt

p.118). Exceptions were made in two categories.

related to what other interviewees had said.

Emotional coding was used in the category “Fire

Secondly, multiple readings of an interview-excerpt

emotions”, which means that words representing

made for a more careful interpretation of the words

an emotional state were used as signifiers.

used by the interviewee and the underlying meaning
that should be associated with it.

figure 2.3 | Overview of the coding process used in the analysis of the interviews.
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Secondly, values coding was used in the category

Second cycle

“Fire management”, which distinguishes between

As stated before, the second coding cycle was

values, attitudes and beliefs towards -in this case-

focussed on further analysis of the results of the

fire management. According to Saldaña a value can

first cycle. For each category the initial codes

be defined as “...the importance we attribute to

were compared and arranged into groups with

oneself, another person, thing, or idea.” (p.89), and

comparable meaning. For example, the codes

an attitude as “…that what we think and feel about

SCARED

oneself, another person, thing or idea.” (p.89). A

under the code FEAR. For some coding categories

belief is more complex and is “…part of a system that

subcategories were created (see table 2.7) to indicate

includes our values and attitudes plus our personal

more nuanced differences in meaning of codes that

knowledge,

would otherwise have been lost in the analysis.

experiences,

opinions,

prejudices,

and

AFRAID

were

grouped

together

morals, and other interpretive perceptions of
the social world.” (p.89-90). Essentially values,

After these changes had been entered into the

attitudes and beliefs are all opinions, but each

excel file containing the codes, the table was joined

consecutive form is more specific and increasingly

with a table containing the “image of nature” and

based on argumentation.

“fire management preference” of each interviewee
-determined using the questionnaire- and the

The codes formulated in the first coding cycle

expert/non-expert labels. The resulting table was

consisted of one or several capitalized words that

imported into Excel and checked for entry errors

described the topic of the marked section. The

before further analysis.

interview sections and their codes were entered
in an excel file, together with auxiliary data such

ANALYSIS OF CODES

as the interviewee responsible for the quote, the

In the 18 transcripts 465 excerpts have been

position in the transcript and a small summary of

assigned a code, noting that some of these excerpts

the content of the quote.

received multiple codes from different categories
and are thus counted double. The excerpts that
received a code came from a total of 20 interviewees
that -all together- have led to the formulation of
107 codes. A characterization of all the interviewees
can be found in appendix I and a list of all the
codes used -divided into each category with a short
explanation- in appendix II.

table 2.7 Prefixes used to categorize codes in certain coding categories

Coding category

Prefix

Signifies

Fire ecosystem services (4)

S_

Supporting ecosystem services

R_

Regulating ecosystem services

P_

Provisioning ecosystem services

C_

Cultural ecosystem services

V_

Value

A_

Attitude

B_

Belief

Fire management (6)
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Due to the way in which the data was gathered, the

Both number could be used at various levels of

interviews can only be analysed using descriptive

detail, ranging from the all coding categories and

statistics and not be used in inferential statistics

all interviewees, up to specific coding categories

to draw conclusions for a larger population. Not

with the interviewees divided into groups (such as

only do the interviewees not represent a random

the experts and non-experts).

sample -a prerequisite in inferential statistics- but
the semi-structured nature of the interviews makes

To conduct these analyses, Excel was used to create

that certain topics discussed with one interviewee

a Pivot Table from the joined table mentioned at

did not feature in the interviews with others.

the end of the previous section. By choosing to add
the data to the Data Model, the option “distinct

The analysis was built upon two main descriptive

count” became available. This option was used

statistics, with their own premises. The first was

to calculate the amount of interviewees making

the frequency of each code, indicating the total

mention of a code, while the option “count” was

number of times a code was assigned. The premise

used to calculate code frequency. Appropriate filters

being that a code with a higher frequency -in other

were used to select the categories, groups or other

words, a topic that mentioned more frequently

properties of interest.

in an interview- signifies a sense of urgency or
importance, while lower frequency codes are seen
as less relevant.
However, the second statistic -the number of
interviewees making mention of each code- is
explicitly valued

higher in this study than the

frequency of a code. The underlying idea is that
this statistic is able to display the variation
present in the usage of a code. This can show the
difference between a code mentioned 20 times by
one interviewee and a code that is mentioned once
by each of the 20 interviewees. The assumption
made is that multiple people stating the same
issue indicates a broader recognition and attributed
importance and is thus more representative of “the
truth” than one person repeatedly stating the same
issue.
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BIOPHYSICAL EFFECTS

This section will discuss the biophysical effects of

FIRE CHARACTERISTICS

fire that were identified in the reviewed literature.
After that, additional literature will be used to

As stated in the introduction, a fire regime is

discuss these findings. In figure 3.1 the amount

a combination of various fire characteristics,

of statements marked per article are shown that

such as fire intensity, size and frequency. This

were used in writing the literature review. It shows

definition enables a large amount of possible fire

that especially the reviews by Shakesby (2011),

regimes with only minor differences between

Certini (2005) and le Houerou (1974) we the main

them. However, most of the articles dealing with

contributors to the literature review. In table 3.1 the

the biophysical effects of fire generally distinguish

number of codes for each of the four categories are

between two stereotypical fire regimes. These are

shown, which shows that the effects of fire on soil

the controlled (prescribed) fires on the one side and

were represented most extensively in the reviewed

the uncontrolled (wild) fires on the other (Certini,

literature.

2005). To acknowledge the possible variety between

table 3.1 Number of codes identified in each category included

these two extremes Bento-Gonçalves et al. (2012)

in the literature review.

also recognize “mixed” fires.

Coding category

Unique codes

Fire characteristics

22

Soil effects

97

Vegetation effects

39

Water effects

5

Total

163

The main difference between prescribed fires and
wildfires are caused by the moisture conditions
in which they burn. Prescribed fires are mostly
conducted in the winter season, as the relatively
moist conditions limit fire severity (Certini, 2005;
Nesmith et al., 2011). Wildfires, on the other hand,

Number of sections marked per article in the literature review
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figure 3.1Number of sections that were marked in each article for use in writing the literature review.
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often take place in summers, when lower rainfall

FIRE & SOIL

creates a drier landscape -sometimes helped by
meteorological droughts- which increases the

Fire, both in the form of prescribed fires and

flammability of the fuel present in the landscape

wildfires, is known to influence soil properties and

(Certini, 2005; Santín and Doerr, 2016).

processes (Bento-Gonçalves et al., 2012), though
-as the following section will demonstrate- the rate

A common goal of prescribed fires is to limit or

and direction of some of these changes is still under

reduce the amount of fuels in the landscape and

debate. The effects of fire on soil are often named

help prevent large wildfires with higher intensities

with the term fire severity, sometimes also called

(Bento-Gonçalves et al., 2012; Certini, 2005;

burn severity (Certini, 2005; Shakesby, 2011). Keeley

Fernandes et al., 2013). Besides the reduction of fuel,

(2009) does a good job at explaining the conceptual

prescribed fires are also used in attaining ecological

difference between fire intensity -a measure for

objectives. Because the prescribed fires are lower in

the amount of energy released by the fire- and fire

severity, their effects on ecosystems and the timed

severity -an indication of the amount of biomass,

needed for the ecosystem to recuperate are generally

both in vegetation and soil organic matter, that is

lower (Bento-Gonçalves et al., 2012), though these

consumed by the fire.

effects are also dependant on the residence time
and intensity of the fire (Keeley, 2009).

The dominant variable in the effects of fire on soil is
the amount of heat experienced in the soil (Bento-

Because prescribed fires are ignited intentionally

Gonçalves et al., 2012). When water is present in the

and generally burn within human set boundaries,

soil this temperature is limited to a relatively low

the burn patterns they produce could differ from

95°C, but once the moisture has evaporated the fire

uncontrolled wildfires. According to Nesmith et

can start to further heat the soil up to temperatures

al. ( 2011), depending on weather conditions such

of 200°C to 300°C or -in some cases- up to 500°C

as wind speed and direction, a prescribed burn

or 700°C (Certini, 2005). As soil is a poor conductor

might feature different ignition patterns which

of heat, the temperature rapidly decreases further

could affect the movement pattern and speed of

down in the soil, limiting the effects of fire on

the consequent fire. Secondly, prescribed fires

deeper soil layers (Bento-Gonçalves et al., 2012).

often -intentionally- burn relatively fast compared

In the case of a fire with a longer residence time,

to a wildfire, in order to limit nuisance caused by

giving the heat a longer time to travel down into

smoke. Prescribed fires could thus result in more

the soil, the effects of fire might become more

homogenous burn patterns, compared to wildfire

damaging (Certini, 2005). Soil temperatures up

which have more spatial variation in intensity

to 200°C are believed to only affect biological soil

(Certini, 2005). However, a study conducted in the

properties, while higher temperatures are needed to

Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks (USA) on

affect chemical and physical soil properties (Santín

managed wildfires -unintentional fires that were

and Doerr, 2016).

not supressed but kept in check to fulfil the role
of a prescribed fire- reported that burn patterns

These principles help explain why soils are more

differed relatively little compared to prescribed

heavily

fires (Nesmith et al., 2011).

compared to low intensity wildfires (Fernandes et

affected

by

highly

intense

wildfires

al., 2013; Santín and Doerr, 2016). Not only do high
intensity wildfires often occur in dry seasons, when
the flammability of fuels is high and the amount
of water in the soil is low, their high intensity
character will quickly evaporate any water present
still present in the soil. Thus, a high intensity
wildfire in summer will consume more organic
34

matter, resulting in a higher fire severity. Of course,

The effect of fire on soil water repellency is

one should keep in mind that this differentiation

difficult to measure, given that it is a property

is but an abstraction of reality; a wildfire burning

widely encountered in Mediterranean ecosystems

only in the tree crowns could produce significantly

(Shakesby, 2011). However, fire is often found

less soil heating than a long, smouldering or high

to increase water repellent properties of soils,

intensity shrubland fire (Bento-Gonçalves et al.,

which can decrease the infiltration capacity and

2012).

increase overland flow (Shakesby, 2011). The effect
is said to be present in fires of various severities,

PHYSICAL EFFECTS

due to a water-repellent coating forming around

When soils are exposed to fire they are generally

soil aggregates (Certini, 2005; Shakesby, 2011)

believed to become more friable and erodible

with longer heating times possibly increasing

(Pausas et al., 2008; Santín and Doerr, 2016). The

this property (Keeley, 2009). The depth of this

increase in erosion is often related to fire severity,

water repellent layer depends on multiple soil

with higher severity increasing the amount of

characteristics, but is mostly limited to the upper

erosion (Fernandes et al., 2013; Pausas et al., 2008;

6 to 8 centimetres, while spatial variations in

Shakesby, 2011) and low severity fires maintaining

water repellency can be formed due to variations

or, reportedly even lowering, existing erosion rates

in fire intensity (Certini, 2005). Thirdly, fire has

(Pausas et al., 2008). The amount of time needed

been reported to affect soil porosity and soil bulk

for the landscape to recover and erosion rates to

density, reducing the water holding capacity of the

return normal levels is often indicated with the

soil (Certini, 2005; Shakesby, 2011).

term “window of disturbance”. The moment in
this window when peak-erosion occurs varies,

Though all these changes contribute to increased

with factors like the season in which the fire occurs

soil erodibility, one has to mention that post-fire

being of influence, as the Mediterranean winters

erosion rates in the Mediterranean are relatively low

with their intense rainfall rapidly follow the fire

both compared to other fire-prone regions around

season. Increased fire frequency and severity are

the world as well, as to undisturbed Mediterranean

also believed to influence the length of the window

landscapes. Part of this difference might be found

of disturbance, which can explain some of the

in the shallow and stony nature of many of the

variations found in literature (Shakesby, 2011).

Mediterranean soils, which reduces the amount of
soil of which the structure might be affected by fire

The increased erosion after fires can be attributed to

(Shakesby, 2011).

three main factors. Firstly, fire affects soil structure,
either due to the combustion of soil organic matter,

CHEMICAL EFFECTS

lowering aggregate stability, or due to the fusion of

As mentioned before, the consumption of organic

clay particles at high temperatures (>460°C), which

matter above, but also in the soil is often taken

increases aggregate stability (Shakesby, 2011).

as measure for the severity of a fire. Fire starts

Similar processes are mentioned by Certini (2005)

to substantially affect soil organic matter at

who mentions that at higher temperatures organic

temperature

structures that cement the soil can burn, which

complete oxidation takes place around 460°C.

reduces soil structural stability. On the other hand,

However, due to the large amounts of biomass

the aggregates that survive are strengthened by

Mediterranean species are able to produce, the

oxides formed in the fire. Additionally, in moderate

amount of soil organic matter generally recovers

fires the formation of hydrophobic films around

fast (Certini, 2005). Secondly, the ashes produced

aggregates is believed to increased structural

between temperatures between 250°C and 500°C

stability (Certini, 2005). Lastly, fires can also

contain a form of carbon, known as black carbon,

contribute to soil formation by physical weathering

that is particularly slow decaying and has been

of parent material (Santín and Doerr, 2016).

found to actually increases soil carbon contents in

between

200°C

to

250°C,

while
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the long term, constituting as much as 35% to 40%

FIRE & WATER

of the carbon found in some soils (Certini, 2005).
The changes induced by fire in soil and vegetation
The depletion of soil fertility by frequent fire

have also shown to affect hydrological processes.

can be understood as a consequence of nutrient

For example, water quality can be negatively

volatilization or the convection of nutrients and

impacted by wildfires (Fernandes et al., 2013). Next

ashes in the smoke column (Shakesby, 2011).

to that, surface runoff has been shown to be higher

However, various studies have found different

for burned areas compared to unburnt terrain

results . For example, Pausas et al. (2008) reported

(Shakesby, 2011). Fire severity also seems to impact

that no effect of fire frequency on soil fertility was

runoff, with areas that have experienced higher

encountered, while Shakesby (2011) asses the risk

severity burns featuring higher runoff coefficients

of fertility depletion to be much higher. What is

compared to areas to were subjected to moderate

known are the effects of fire on specific nutrients,

or low severity fires (Shakesby, 2011). According

such as the conversion of organic forms of nitrogen

to Certini (2005), the main culprit for the increase

to inorganic ones, the brief increase in available

in runoff is to be found in the reduced amount of

phosphorus after fires and a short-term, higher

vegetation -increasing the occurrence of splash

concentration of various other nutrients (Certini,

erosion- rather than the increased soil water

2005). Also the ashes produced by the fire are

repellency.

widely known to be nutrient-rich and increase soil
fertility, thus improving soil quality (Santín and

FIRE & VEGETATION

Doerr, 2016; Shakesby, 2011).
It is widely accepted that the vegetation in
Lastly, fires -especially more severe ones- are

Mediterranean

known to increase soil pH values, though in

occurrence of fire, evident -for example- in

ecosystems

is

adapted

to

the

carbonate rich soils these changes can be buffered.

reproduction and regrowth strategies that depend

Lastly, the combusted soil organic matter frees

on fire induced changes in the environment, such

inorganic ions, thus increasing soil electrical

as heat and smoke (Bento-Gonçalves et al., 2012).

conductivity, simultaneously decreases the soil

The term pyrophytes is used to indicate plant

exchange capacity (Certini, 2005).

species that have developed these adaptations,
in which a subdivision can be made between so-

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

called passive and active pyrophytes. Passive

Of the articles reviewed, only Certini (2005) makes

pyrophytes are species that are able to withstand

extensive mention of the biological effects of fires

fire, due to adaptations like a thick bark, the

on soils. Given the effects discussed above of fires

development of underground organs that survive

on soil organic matter -the basis for many soil

fires or simply because their leaves and branches

dwelling organisms- it is not surprising that fires

are less flammable, such as deciduous species.

also affect soil organisms (Certini, 2005). Most

Active pyrophytes are species where fire induces

prominently fire can alter the composition and

vegetative (re)growth or seed propagation (Le

biomass of soil microbial communities (Certini,

Houerou, 1974).

2005; Shakesby, 2011) and even go so far as to
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completely sterilize the topsoil in case of extreme

Because most vegetation that is sensitive to fire

fires.

have been replaced by pyrophytic species, the

Regular,

moderately

severe

fires

could

increase the resiliency of microbial communities to

Mediterranean

fire (Certini, 2005). Fire is also known to hurt post-

develop in the absence of fire is largely unknown

climax

vegetation

that

would

fire recolonization by soil life, due to the formation

(Le Houerou, 1974). In addition Mediterranean

of organic pollutants and reduced enzyme activity

vegetation often promotes the occurrence of

(Certini, 2005).

fires, due to the accumulation of large amounts

of biomass, plant materials with high surface

DISCUSSION

to volume ratios and the production of volatile
compounds, such as oils (Shakesby, 2011). The

FIRE CHARACTERISTICS

combination of these factors makes that fire has the

The differences in fire characteristics between

ability to affect vegetation structure, composition

summer fires – which are often wildfires- and

and productivity (Le Houerou, 1974).

prescribed fires -often conducted in wintersare well supported by additional literature. To

There are different ways in which fire is believed

understand why, the three factors affecting fire

to affect these vegetation characteristics, one of

behaviour in the landscape -weather, fuels and

them being fire frequency. Le Houerou claims that

topography (Fernandes and Botelho, 2003)- offer

increased fire occurrence increases the complexity

key explanation. They are often shown in the fire-

and diversity of the vegetation in forest when

behaviour triangle (see figure 3.2). Of these three

compared to forests that have not burned for at least

factors, most notably weather differs most between

five decades. This positive effect of fire frequency

the seasons, with Mediterranean summers being

on species richness is also mentioned by Pausas et

more favourable to fire spreading, due to drier

al. (2008). However, “...whenever fire occurs very

conditions in the landscape and higher temperatures

often, the structure becomes again simpler with

(Le Houerou, 1974; Thomas and McAlpine, 2010).

only low shrubs, herbs and forbs…” (Le Houerou,

The second factor affected are the fuels, which

1974, p.272). Le Houerou also adds that increased

are indirectly affected by these meteorological

fire frequency can decrease vegetation productivity

conditions, for example by the fast response of fine

-shown in a decrease in foliage nutrient contents-

fuels to changes in air humidity (Baeza et al., 2002).

and reduce the invasion by alien plants.
figure 3.2Fire

the type and development stage of the vegetation.

behaviour triangle

development stage of the vegetation -as well as the
burning season- on the other hand heavily affect

GR
PO
TO

FIRE
BEHAVIOUR

R

different vegetative regeneration patterns. The

HE

difference in species composition, will also show

showing the three

AT

than garrigue or maquis shurblands and, with a

AP

For example, deciduous oaks will burn differently

WE

HY

Fire induced vegetation changes also depend on

FUELS

factors affecting fire
behaviour: Fuels,
Topography &
Weather.

the success of reseeding and regrowth (Le Houerou,
1974).
Another difference between wild and prescribed
These findings indicate that fire in Mediterranean

fires found in the literature review was that they

ecosystems -given constraints on frequency and

might result in different burn patterns. One study

timing- is thought to positively influence vegetation

indicated that in prescribed fires local conditions

diversity and structure. This helps explain why the

-such as topography and biotic factors- are able

use of prescribed fires is believed to improve habitat

to provide more heterogeneity in burn patterns

heterogeneity and help support species dependent

(Knapp and Keeley, 2006).

on those types of habitats (Fernandes et al., 2013).
The reviewed literature however also indicates that
the effect of fire on vegetation dynamics is highly
place specific, depending on the local fire regime
and the established species, which in turn is also
influenced by climatic conditions, topography and
soil.
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SOIL

potential of so-called “pyromorphic humus” for

From the literature reviewed, the main culprit

long term carbon storage is highlighted. In relation

in the effect of fire on soil is fire severity,

to ecosystem services, this might be a very relevant

which is generally higher for wildfires than for

biophysical effect of fire.

prescribed fires. However, according to Keeley,
the relationship between fire severity and these

WATER

“ecosystem responses” are also largely affected

Water was the least extensively discussed topics

by local conditions, such as “…topography, soil

in the literature review, but hydrology and water

type, rates of weathering, fire-free interval, and

quality are considered especially sensitive to

precipitation as they are by fire severity.” (Keeley,

the effects of fire, as is also shown in additional

2009, p.8). In the Mediterranean, the long history

literature. The most important effects are generated

of human occupation is believed to have more

due to changes in the ability of the landscape to

heavily influenced the landscape, affecting many of

control or regulate water, because the biomass

these local conditions such as vegetation and soils

responsible for that fact is consumed (Martin,

(Pausas et al., 1999). The landscape heterogeneity

2016). In case of severe fires, in which more biomass

resulting from this strong anthropogenic influences

in consumed, run-off effects can be expected to

makes it more difficult to interpret Mediterranean

be higher. The effects on water quality are also

landscapes (Blondel, 2006).

confirmed, as chemical combustion products might
find their way in water supplies. The hydrological

Taking this into account might help explain some of

effects of fire are especially relevant given their

the variations in soil responses to fire encountered

major impact on ecosystem services.

in the literature. For example DeBano (2000)
mentions the importance of local differences in

VEGETATION

soil heating, fire behaviour and fire severity in the

Of all the biophysical effects treated in this literature

development of soil water repellency and Stoof

review, the effects of fire on vegetation seem to be

et al. (2011) found that vegetation cover heavily

the most difficult to generalize. It was difficult to

influences the persistence of the property. For soil

find additional literature able to check the findings

water repellency the case is further complicated by

of Le Houerou, which was the main reason why

the fact that soil water repellency also occurs on

the article of Le Houerou was used in the review.

unburnt soils (Doerr et al., 2000).

However, the difficulties finding literature on the
relation between fire and vegetation response could

The same holds true for erosion, which is a naturally

also be due to limited familiarity with the topic and

occurring process heavily influenced by human land

the use of wrong search terms.

management. For example, though severe fires are
found to induce changes in soil aggregate stability,

What can be said, however, is that the interactions

many other soil properties influence the magnitude

between vegetation and fire are likely among the

of this impact (Mataix-Solera et al., 2011). Also, as

most complex of all the themes covered in the

Shakesby (2011) indicates, the mosaic-like nature

literature review. Not only do different species and

of Mediterranean landscapes makes it especially

communities come into play, but their interaction

difficult to compare post fire erosion at different

with soil, water and fire characteristics adds further

scales and locations.

complexity. According to Pausas et al. (1999)
to properly understand these relationships, not

The review also made mention of the development

only more knowledge on these different species

of “black carbon” in case of a fire, which is a form

is needed, but better models to describe the

of carbon particularly resistant to degradation.

relationships are needed.

This phenomenon is also encountered in other
sources (González-Pérez et al., 2004) in which the
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ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

This sections tries to answer the second research

and agriculture- were not specific enough to be

question, which asks what ecosystem services

placed into one of these four categories and were

are affected by -different forms of- fire in the

placed in the additional category “Undefined”. The

landscape. The codes in category 4 -coding for the

distribution of unique codes over these categories is

mentioned ecosystem services- are most relevant

depicted in figure 4.1, showing that the amount of

in answering this question. However, this sections

regulating ecosystem services is slightly larger than

also takes into account the results from category 5,

the amounts in other categories.

which deals with the spatial interventions connected
to fire landscapes, and category 3, describing the

The second chart show the average amount of

economic changes that are affecting the landscape.

interviewees making mention of each code in each of

To keep the analysis concise -as there are a total

the formerly defined categories. It indicates that on

number of 107 codes- only codes mentioned by

average a cultural ecosystem service is mentioned

more than one interviewee will be discussed in this

by only 2 interviewees, while a regulating ecosystem

manner.

service is mentioned by 3.2 interviewees. The most
clear illustration of the prominence of certain

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
PROVIDED BY FIRE

ecosystem service categories over others is however
the frequency of each code being used, again
grouped by the formerly mentioned ecosystem

The codification of ecosystem services mentioned

service categories. The regulating and supporting

by the interviewees resulted in 17 different codes.

ecosystem services are clearly mentioned more

These were divided into the categories of the

often -a total of respectively 37 and 26 times-,

millennium ecosystem assessment (Millennium

when compared to the cultural ecosystem services

Ecosystem

-which were only mentioned four times.

Assessment,

2005)

which

are

Supporting, Regulating, Provisioning and Cultural
ecosystem

services.

Two

ecosystem

services

mentioned -the use of fire respectively in forestry

Number of
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figure 4.1 | Overview of the ecosystem services encountered in the interviewees categorized according to the Millenium Ecosystem
Assesment (2005). The graphs, from left to right, show the number ecosystem services (number of unique codes) per category, the
average number of interviewees mentioning a code in each category and the total frequency of the codes in each ecosystem service
category.
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figure 4.2 | Overview of the codes used to describe the ecosystem services mentioned by interviewees. Codes mentioned by less than
one interviewee are showed seperately and are also not treated in the text.

In figure 4.2 all the codes describing ecosystem

SUPPORTING SERVICES

services are displayed, with those that were

The dominant ecosystem service in the supporting

mentioned by less than one interviewee being

category is the effect of fire -both in the form of

listed at the bottom of the graph. For each code

wildfire and prescribed fire- on the existence

the amount of interviewees mentioning the code

of (different) physical habitats (S_HABITAT).

is shown, as well as the frequency, which is the

Interviewees make a clear distinction between the

total number of times the code was mentioned in

effects of wildfires and prescribed fires. Wildfire

all interviews combined. Three ecosystem services

has a negative effect on the ecosystem: “So the

are clearly mentioned most often, which are fire

ecosystem, the water quality, the animals, everything

for fuel regulation (R_FUEL), pasture regeneration

is destroyed.” (CT, Q.169), whereas prescribed fires

(P_PASTURE)

(S_

are believed to have positive effects: “And after that

HABITAT). They were mentioned by respectively

the animals, the ecosystem, the quality of the water,

9, 5 and 4 interviewees, compared to an average

everything love that work and is good impact.” (CT,

of only 2.4 interviewees per ecosystem service. The

Q.120).

and

habitat

management

frequency of these three codes is high compared to
the average of 4.8 mentions per code. This section
will now discuss the codes in more detail, with
codes mentioned by only one interviewee omitted
to improve readability
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Due to those effects, a prescribed fire can be used to

A second, but much less mentioned ecosystem

create, preserve or dispose of specific habitat types.

service affected by fire in the landscape are

For example, prescribed fire regenerates palatable

various aspects relating to soil health. The most

growth for herbivores: “No it grows again and the

prominent being that a prescribed fire -due to

deers, the deers come to the places that we burn.” (PC,

its reduced fire severity- conserves soil organic

Q.396). Prescribed fires can halt the succession

matter, whereas a wildfire -with its much higher

of vegetation: “To keep the area with the, with the

fire severity- consumes most of that material: “If

herbaceous, not, not, not, not... Evolution to, to shrubs

it was a wildfire...Nothing grows. Because the wildfire

and to, understand? To keep more and we use fire to

not only burn the...Surface...All the soil, all the organic...

keep all..” (PC, Q.388). Or, prescribed burning can

Material. Understand?” (PC, Q.398). Other benefits

help replace unwanted habitats (see figure 4.3): “We

of prescribed fire include the generation of ashes

have to burn shrubs, we have to burn several kinds of

that promote soil health - “And after they, they,

ecosystems that we don’t need them, we do prescribed

they prepare the soil...Incorporate yeah...Yeah the

fire.” (CT, Q.103). This paints the picture of fire as a

ash, it’s...Good, good for the soil yeah. Accelerate the

tool that can be used to intentionally (re)shape the

composition.” (PC, Q.442)- and the conservation

landscape: “We can with the fire modulate our forest,

of nutrients in the soil: “What, when you burn in the

okay?” (FC, Q.242).

winter, the only thing that goes to the air it’s the…What,
what, what go to the atmosphere it’s the humidity. But
the nutrients still there.” (PC, Q.443).

REGULATING SERVICES
The most prominent regulating ecosystem service
-and ecosystem service in general- is the use of
prescribed fire in fuel management, which was
coded for using R_FUEL. Sometimes the service
is mentioned directly as a technical measure to
manage the problem of wildfires: “And I destroy
the fuel load and I accomplish my main objective
that I don’t have probably have there a wildfire that
destroy everything.” (CT, Q.114) or “When I use fire
it is to control the...Fuel” (PC, Q.439). Fuel reduction
can also be mentioned as prevention in order to
protect and guarantee safety of both landscapes and
communities against wildfire. “So the fire, we use the
fire essentially to improve that safety, safety zones.”
(FC, Q.248), “The use of prescribed fire to protect
some villages. Not wildfire, prescribed fire around those
villages.” (AC, Q.363). Some also explain this link
between fuel control and increased safety, as the
reduced fuel load decreases wildfire intensity and
thus creates opportunities for combat: “No, no, we
can do, we can do that, create new opportunities of
combat.” (FC, Q.251), “…if you have a wildfire, that

figure 4.3 | A field near Mafra where prescribed fire is used to
convert the vegetation/habitat to more desireable species.
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can be to the North, if the wildfire come here you can

PROVISIONING SERVICES

stop the wildfire here with no problem.” (PC, Q.456).

Only one provisioning ecosystem service was

Another way of expressing fuel regulation, which is

mentioned by more than one interviewee, begin the

used remarkably often, is by linking a reduced fuel

use of prescribed fire to (re)generate pasture , as

load to a clean landscape. “With fire, prescribed fire,

for example in figure 4.4 (P_PASTURE): “That is a

she heard about something, she understand the use

prescribed fire with a use, with intentional use, because

and she like that people use prescribed fire to maintain

they need the fire for the pastures.” (CT, Q.323).

the things clean.” (ME, Q.025), “Want to clean all

When solely considering the use of prescribed fire

this area. This is one of the objectives of the fire. Okay?

to convert land to pasture, one could also classify

They don’t want to treat, they want to cut them, want

this ecosystem service under the code S_HABITAT.

to clean the area. Okay? We want to clean the area. We

However, the pasture is intended to be grazed,

burn the pines, we burn the Eucalyptus.” (CT, Q.134),

which in turn provides products such as wool,

“…it’s great, great way to, to, to clean. To clean and

milk or cheese: “In the winter they fire the place to,

prevent.” (CG, Q.145).

to...To...To criar, criar the pastagens, pastagens is for
the animals...For the animals.” (CG, Q.160), “You use

Another regulatory use of prescribed fire is to

burnings to renew the pastures to the cattle, okay?”

dispose of agricultural waste such as cutting

(CT, Q.101).

remains (R_WASTE). “Is the remaining’s from the
citrus...Cuttings, from the winery, from the corn, he puts
over there. And he go burning several times by the year.
Now he knows that now he cannot...Yeah, he don’t,
don’t...Queima, yes.” (FA, Q.283). These material
being disposed of can also still be on the field, such
as the remaining stalks and root systems of cereal:
“And at the end of the, pick up the cereal, they burned
the cereal, like a prescribed fire.” (FA, Q.289). The
additional benefit of burning an entire field is that
it helps eliminate diseases and control weeds (R_
WEEDING): “…they control diseases and they control
the seeds of the species they don’t want. The timing
of this work is very important, because if you want to
stop the species you don’t want you have to burn these
species before they have seeds, to destroy the seeds,
okay?” (CT, Q.100).
Lastly, interviewees indicate that prescribed fire
also has a negative impact on air quality, being
capture in the code R_SMOKE. “I think the worst
part in prescribed fire, in the end if it’s, everything
went okay, the, I think the worst part it’s the smoke. We
heat, eat a lot of smoke. But besides that, yeah.” (SF1,
Q.429), “The only bad impact for the ecosystem is the
smoke.” (CT, Q.122).

figure 4.4 | A field near Loriga where prescribed fire was used
to clear vegetation and promote palatable growth for grazing.
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SPATIAL INTERVENTIONS
CONNECTED TO FIRE

CULTURAL SERVICES
Lastly,

two

cultural

ecosystem

services

are

mentioned by interviewees. One of them is the use
of prescribed fires to provide training opportunities

In total 19 codes were used for all the spatial

for wildland firefighters (C_TRAINING): ”..the

interventions

possibility to give to these mens the way to training.

However, only 5 of these were used by more than

Training techniques, training the smoke, training the

one interviewee, as can be seen in figure 4.5. This

car movement and we can do a more intense fire, less

shows in a low average number of interviewees per

intense, between our needs. If they need a more intense

code, as well as a low average code frequency.

mentioned

in

the

interviews.

for training, if they need a small one for the beginners...”
(FC, Q.256). Secondly, by physically showing the

The code INTERFACE was used to mark interview

prescribed fire, it can serve as a way to educate the

excerpts discussing the differences in firefighting

public on prescribed burning and its uses: “We can

and prevention necessary at a wildland-urban

do that kind of work with the village. Village by village...

interfaces (WUI’s) -such as Mafra- and the large

How? Doing a prescribed burning, near the village.

continuous forests of the interior of Portugal

Showing the villagers what is the technique, what is

-like Seia. CT -working for the civil protection of

the main goal for this and explain the difference.” (CT,

Mafra- explains this concept as follows: “If I have a

Q.190).

wildfire, I probably have 4 or 5 villages with problems.
Not burning houses or injured people. But the normal
life is disturbed. If I have a bigger wildfire in the Seia

Number of interviewees/code frequency

20
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figure 4.5 | Overview of the codes describing spatial interventions to manage fire in the landscape. Codes mentioned by less than
one interviewee are showed seperately and are also not treated in the text.
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area, probably I have one or two villages that are

The codes GRAZING and RESILIENT_SPECIES

affected. Forty, one hundred people, probably. Over

show that interventions to manage fire risks do not

here, if I have a small wildfire, I have 1000, 2000 people

always have to be structures. For example, grazing

affected.” (CT, Q.075). With this in mind, the code

can be a way to reduce fuel loads (GRAZING): “This

INTERFACE seems to indicate a consequence of the

is a solution that we are trying to, establish with people.

way the landscape is currently organised, rather

Not for breeding, not for money, but for keeping the fuel

than an intentional choice with fire management

loads controlled.” (CT, Q.042). Even wild animals

in mind.

-such as fallow deer Dama dama- could serve
this purpose, if the grazing pressure is kept high

More concrete spatial structures are described by

enough: “No they are not enough. The number of...

the codes FIRE_BREAK and INFRASTRUCTURE.

Yeah. You need to have more.” (PC, Q.464). The use of

The first indicates the creation of a fire break in

native species that are more resilient to fire in the

order to facilitate firefighting. Fire breaks can be

sense that they don’t burn as easily could also be an

created in various ways, ranging from mechanical

option: “So it’s important to use that trees to prevent.

tools, such as in figure 4.6 -“Starting there, with the

Because, nowadays in Portugal is a, is a huge places

tractor...Fire break, fire break, yeah.” (PC, Q.392)- to

with Eucalypt, Eucalyptus. Is very, it’s not resilient.

a highway serving as a fire break: “We are glad for

It’s very explosive, it’s different, so, so, it’s important

the motorway, because it...Breaks..” (CB, Q197). The

to, to {unintelligible} in these species because they are

code INFRASTRUCTURE shows that a firebreak

very resilient and in Pedrógão happens this. Some...

alone however is not sufficient, but supporting

Huge, huge, a huge part of Eucalypt and other species

interventions are needed for successful firefighting.

is totally fired. But small parts with {Portuguese} and

For example, the improvement of roads in order to

castanheiras...Castanheiras it’s green. It’s green. Not

make fire breaks accessible for firefighting crews:

affected with the or less affected with the fire. So it’s

“If I do this kind of work without access, without where

important to post this in these species. To prevent.”

I can put the cars, they don’t work, don’t have use. I

(CG, Q.152).

have a road over here, I have this road and I improve
this road. I have a valley fire, I can stop this fire over
here.” (CT, Q.129). Also tools such as pumps are
necessary: “They have firebreaks, road and pumps to
stop the fires there in that region.” (T3, Q227).

figure 4.6 | A firebreak in the Pedrógão Grande fire, meant to stop the wildfire at the mountain-ridge.
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THE ECONOMICS OF LAND
MANAGEMENT

sells a pine tree, forestry, he earns enough money to
buy a house...Buy a house in Lisbon or Coimbra… Now,
if I sell the same pine trees forest, I don’t have money

The codes in this coding category were meant

to clean the...The forest and to make another new

to capture the variety of statements made on the

forest.” (CT, Q.058)- and the reduced relevancy of

changing economic realities that have altered the

secondary forestry products: “Other than that, the

landscape (system) in Portugal. This category is

forest, the bushes and all was previously used for the

relatively concise, with only four codes, but the

cattle. To make the beds for the cattle, for feeding the

codes themselves are mentioned relatively frequent

cattle, so they use all the materials that came from the

(as can be seen in figure 4.7). All of them also

forest. They used to get some real revenue from the sap,

meeting the 2 interviewee threshold for further

you know, from the tree from the pine tree. Now, not

discussion.

really, because there is not much revenue from that,
for market reasons.” (AA, Q.357). Also the slower

The most frequently used code is clearly LAND_

rhythm of the forest production cycle compared to

REVENUE, which was used to explain the revenue

the modern economy is an issue: “No the big, the big

that can be made from different types of land use.

difficulty is pine tree is not economically...Efficient and,

These excerpts mainly indicate a loss in economic

you have to wait 40 years, 50 years. So I die, my, my son

revenue from traditional forms of land use. Forestry

die. Where is the money?” (FC, Q.262). The problem is

is mentioned most often, which is experiencing -and

not limited to forestry, but also affects agriculture,

has experienced- these changes in various way.

which in turn leads to land abandonment: “Okay.

Example include the decrease in the economic value

One the main problems, one of the main issues of the

of wood –“Is the value of the wood. In the past century,

land, abandoned land, is that the agriculture don’t give

my grandpa, from Mura Morta, from that region, if he

money, don’t give profit.” (FA, Q.295).
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figure 4.7 | Overview of the codes used to describe the issues surrounding land management. Codes mentioned by less than one
interviewee are showed seperately and are also not treated in the text.
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Changing the land use is not as obvious as one might

DISCUSSION

think: “In Castanheira, Castanheira de Pera, they live
from the wood. Period. So, we have two options. Or we

The interviews are not a complete overview of all

plant again. Or they will leave the...The region. Period.

the ecosystem services that fire is able to provide,

Okay? All that areas from the centre of Portugal, we call

but rather an overview of the “mental awareness”

the interial...Pinal interior...These guys will live from the

of certain ecosystem services by the interviewees.

last three, four generations from the wood. So they never

The results show that this awareness is much

do anything more than living from the wood. Today

higher for regulating and supporting ecosystem

tourism {speaking in Portuguese}...But, it’s, it’s, don’t..

services compared to provisioning and cultural

Wood, wood, wood, wood, wood. So. Or we plant ago or

services. Also, as the interviews do not produce a

they leave.” (FC, Q.261), but meanwhile, the reduced

“complete overview”, it is possible that there are

demand for these products, especially in forests, has

still many -less conventional- ecosystem services

decreased maintenance, sometimes even leading to

that fire is already or might be able to provide.

abandonment, which has exacerbated the problem
of wildfires: “When he is 5, 6 years of age, his area is

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN LITERATURE

all pine trees. And they sell the pine trees to the cutters

Some of the ecosystem services mentioned by the

and the work is all by manual. Don’t have chainsaws,

interviewees can also be identified in literature (as

they don’t have machineries. By hand. All the work is

shown in table 4.1), though the term ecosystem

by hand. They came, they cut the, the trees. Everything

services is almost never issued in these sources.

go out. All the woods, all the leaves, everything. Because

Instead, most authors refer to them as objectives

they don’t have energy they have to use the woods in

or purposes of -exclusively- prescribed fires. When

the houses...The, the shrubs are retired to the animals.

discussing

In that time, they go, they make the fire in the middle of

fire and ecosystem services is made explicitly

the pine tree forest. They eat, because they made the fire

in literature, in which the dominant view is

to make the food, they eat and nobody have problems

presented that wildfires solely destroy ecosystem

with wildfires. Today, nobody goes to the forestry and

services (Fernandes et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2016).

she burns.” (FA, Q.293).

(Fernandes et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2016).

The new economic reality is however not the only

However, one might advocate that some ecosystem

cause for land abandonment (ABANDONMENT). Also

services provided by prescribed fires, can also -and

the hardship of living in the interior is mentioned

sometimes even better- be facilitated by wildfires.

as a reason for people leaving: “He is telling that, the

For example, wildfires outperform prescribed fires

people that abandon this area rarely come back, return

in fuel regulation. Just like prescribed fires, wildfires

you know. Because they go the big cities, they have other

are also able to -drastically- modify habitats,

kinds of things to, there they don’t have here and it is

which in some ecosystems is even desirable for the

harder to live here.” (AA, Q.361). The abandonment

conservation of certain species (Hutto, 2008).

wildfires

the

relationship

between

gives rise to various problems, such as an aging
population -“Generations of 80 years, 90 years. So

There are also ecosystem services that are not

grow, grow, grow mans, widows, that is a problem that

only negatively affected by wildfires, but also by

we have here in whole the rest of the country.” (FC,

prescribed fires. Air quality, for example, suffers

Q.247)- and uncertainty about land ownership:

both in the case of wildfire and prescribed fires.

“Because, neighbours, we don’t know who are. Some

However, in the case of wildfires, the scale of the

are in Spain, some are in, in, in...In England, some are

fire and the amount of fuel burned are much larger,

in France, some are...in Lisbon. Some, some died. Just

directly affects the emissions. This is why the public

died.” (JN, Q.057).

health effects of the smoke produced in prescribed
fires are thought to be less severe when compared
to wildfires (Hall, 1972; Johnston et al., 2016).
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Another aspect of air quality affected by fires are

not relevant in the context of reduced or eliminated

the emission of greenhouse gasses. Generally

pastoralism due to limited profitability. In other

prescribed fires are believed to be able to reduce

cases, modern alternatives might prove more

the amount of CO2 emitted compared to a wildfire

convenient or effective compared to the ecosystem

(Vilén and Fernandes, 2011; Wiedinmeyer and

services provided by fire. For example fertilizers

Hurteau, 2008) though there is debate on whether

likely outperform the soil fertility effects of ashes

a forest managed with prescribed fire actually has

produced by fire and pesticides and herbicides can

a higher carbon stock when all carbon flows are

replace the phytosanitary functions fulfilled by fire.

considered [MITCHELL 2009]. The long-term
storage of carbon in the form of pyromorphic

On the other hand, in the contemporary and future

humus -as discussed in chapter X- is in literature

Mediterranean landscapes, some of the ecosystem

recognized as a potential carbon sink (González-

services connected to fire can also gain relevancy.

Pérez et al., 2004), which means that fire can also

For

be said to provide the ecosystem service of carbon

of abandoned farmlands to areas for nature

fixation.

conservation, the role of fire in habitat management

example,

with

the

ongoing

conversion

might be of particular interest to nature managers.

ECONOMIC RELEVANCY OF ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES

The role of fire in education and awareness raising

Land abandonment in Mediterranean Europe is

fire as a method for land management.

might also prove useful to promote the adoption of

most often linked to the inability of Mediterranean
agriculture to compete with more productive
regions, causes for which can be found in low
agricultural productivity and fragmented land
ownership, both lowering agricultural revenues
(MacDonald et al., 2000; Munroe et al., 2013;
Pinto-Correia, 1993). These changes -which are
also shown to be recognized by the intervieweesstrongly affect the relevancy and viability of some
of the ecosystem services identified in this study.
For example, the use of fire to regenerate pastures is

table 4.1 Ecosystem services from the interviews that were also identified in literature.

Ecosystem service

Code

Identified in

Promotion of grazing

P_GRAZING

(Fernandes et al., 2013; Kayll, 1974)

Training

C_TRAINING

(Kayll, 1974; Santín and Doerr, 2016)

Disease & weed control C_WEEDING

(Fernandes and Botelho, 2003; Kayll, 1974; Santín and Doerr,
2016)

Habitat/biodiversity

S_HABITAT

Fuel reduction &

R_FUEL

(Fernandes et al., 2013; Hutto, 2008; Kayll, 1974; Pastro et al.,
2011; Santín and Doerr, 2016)

wildfire containment

(Fernandes et al., 2013; Fernandes and Botelho, 2003; Kayll,
1974; Pastro et al., 2011; Santín and Doerr, 2016; Stoof et al.,
2011)
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EMOTIONS

EMOTIONAL RESPONSES

of basic primal responses: “Run away.” (CC, Q.206),
“Escape...Escape…” (T3, Q.220). According to some,

Compared to the other coding categories a large

fear of fire is natural, as one of the Sapadores

amount of interviewees (19) made remarks that

Florestales of the Tapada Nacional states: “In terms

could be coded as an emotional response to fire.

of, afraid, if we are afraid. We are always afraid from

Amongst the most mentioned codes in this category

fire. I mean, that is always, that’s natural. We know

are the codes fear, bad and beauty, as can be seen

that’s something that can harm us, that can kill us. So

in figure 5.1. Of the 14 codes in this category, only 9

we are always afraid.” (SF2, Q.430).

will be further discussed.
For some, these emotions are strengthened by

NEGATIVE EMOTIONS

personal experiences of wildfires, giving rise to

Negative emotions are prevalent in the interviews.

what can seen as a trauma (TRAUMA): “I, I am

Codes such as FEAR –“I have afraid of fire. I have

panic about the fires since I was a little boy. There was

afraid of fire. Is not very good spectacle.” (MN, Q.037)-

a big fire in Coimbra, I don’t know if you remember?

and BAD –“I think it’s always bad.” (T2, Q.337)-

But...No...and I hear the sirens.. The sirens, the people

denominate negative emotions that need little

screaming, the bottle gas exploding and since then I

further explanation. The strength of these emotions

have panic of fire.” (T2, Q.335), “Okay, they, they

can however be heard in the speed and conciseness

already have wildfires at the door in the interior of

of with which opinions are voiced. For example,

the country...Okay 26 years ago and they have panic

little to no explanation is given as to why fire is

situation and they escape. When they saw fire they run

bad: “Bad thing. Is very bad thing.” (TO, Q.233), “So

away.” (T3, Q.221). Sometimes that trauma also

there is nothing good with fires at all.” (T5, Q.003).

affects the post-fire experience: “I want to return to

Fear can sometimes even be expressed in the form

the property, ten years after. Because my pain was so
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figure 5.1 | Overview of the codes used to describe the emotions connected to fire. Codes mentioned by less than one interviewee are
shown seperately and are also not treated in the text.
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great, my fear was so great, my disgusting, my..” (JN,

(Q.309)- or expressions that fire is considered

Q.071) and can give rise to a feeling of helplessness:

beautiful –“Fire is always beautiful. Always.” (Q.259)

“And then we planted the best we can. You could.

or “It’s very beautiful. It’s very beautiful.” (Q.435).

However, three years ago, before, after, it burned the

The third type of expression on beauty makes

same, everything.” (JB, Q.056).

mention of a paradoxical nature: “Yeah, that is kind
of a paradox thing in fire also. Everyone who fights fire,

POSITIVE EMOTIONS

fears it, respects it and also sees a kind of beauty. At least

Besides the negative emotions, also more neutral

I do.” (Q.366). However, often the beauty is seen as

as well as positive emotions are being mentioned.

a silver lining on what is -for the rest of it- a very

The most obvious here is the code GOOD, which

dark cloud: “Yeah, it has a kind of beauty but when you

is mentioned mostly when discussing prescribed

really look into it, it’s beauty is nothing compared with

fire -“She agrees, agrees that we have good fire.”

the dark side that it has. Okay? It is the kind of feeling

(AM, Q.313)- although some still express a form of

that people have that fight fire.” (AA, Q.367), “It is not

caution: “Where they live the fire destroy everything,

beautiful. I think, you know, I like, I look is beautiful.

the pine trees, everything, but probably the fire can be

But what it means is not beautiful.” (MN, Q.063), “On

useful for something.” (T3, Q.223). Some have even

television...No, but I have been, too often, too close to

accepted fire as an inherent phenomenon, captured

real fires.” (CB, Q.203).

in the code NORMAL: “Because fires, it’s normal.”
(CG, Q.153), “Now I understand. It is normal, it’s

Some also explain the beauty of fire, often using

okay.” (SF1, Q.425).

some very visual anecdotes, such as: “I saw
projections that looked like crashing bombs, crashing

AMBIVALENT EMOTIONS

pellets. From the pine trees, the pine. Was beautiful

On the cross section of these negative and positive

to see. It was a rain of fire, with this little pellets,

emotions the mention of respect for fire (RESPECT)

{unintelligible} everything, okay.” (JN, Q.069) or “I

can be found. For example, after asking the fire

have one image in my mind of the wildfire of 2003 and

commander of Loriga whether he is afraid of fire

I will never forget in my life. The, the, the Pinus forest

the answer was: “Always...Because it is the only way to

that I show you. The.. {speaking in Portuguese} The

fight fire, otherwise he will be there, he will be affected

fire was burning underneath, in the night and the…

by fire and he will become caught. He respects fire, that

The lights, the light, the red light of the fire… Come

is the real thing.” (AA, Q.365). Also the Sapadores

through, through the pines. And was flashes of light, red

Florestales in the Tapada Nacional work with this

light, through the pines. You understand? Like this. In

notion: “Yeah. It is something that you need to be,

the middle of the wildfire...Everything. Very beautiful.”

you need to be respectful.” (SF2, Q.433). This is with

(PC, Q.436).

good reason, as PC explains: “I always say to the guys
I already saw people injured in winter, because they
don’t respect the fire.” (PC, Q.460).
The last code in this category, which is the code
BEAUTY, encapsulate many of the prementioned
emotions into one experience. The interview
excerpts that made mention of beauty, can mostly
be divided into three different types of explanations.
Part of the code was used either in expressions that
fire is distinctly not beautiful – “No, beauty there
is not very beautiful” (Q.036) and “No, he don’t like
that image, he don’t think that is beautiful image.”
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THOUGHTS ON FIRE
MANAGEMENT

VALUES
In discussions on fire management, one underlying
value was frequently encountered, which was

This

coding

category

was

the

the desire for control over fire (V_CONTROL).

values attitudes and beliefs present in the fire

Sometimes this value is voiced very directly

management

interviewees.

–“I mean, yes. If it’s controlled.” (T1, Q.325)- but

Similar to the emotions connected to fire, the

sometimes it also implicit: “He knows that around

amount interviewees making mention of a topic

his house, in this area, he, he has prepared. He can

in this category was high, as can be seen infigure

put out the fire.” (FA, Q.307). Some interviewees

5.2. However, because the number of codes in this

link control to the presence of experts, specialists:

category was relatively high, the average amount

“Yes. With control and the supervision of the firemen.”

of interviewees per code was low. Of all the codes

(CG, Q.143), “For us here, in the park, any kind of fire,

in this category, 20 were mentioned by more than

except controlled by the specialists, would be bad.” (CB,

two interviewees and will thus be discussed in more

Q.185). Another value, though mentioned by only

detail below.

two interviewees, is to keep the landscape clean in

preferences

of

focussed
the

on

order to prevent fires (V_CLEAN): “She is telling that
she has the vision to maintain everything clean.” (ME,
Q.022).
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figure 5.2 | Overview of the codes on fire management. Codes mentioned by less than one interviewee are shown seperately and are
also not treated in the text.
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ATTITUDES

Q.078)- while others express this belief purely

The attitudes -which can be seen as opinions

based on anecdotal evidence: “They understand

without a voice argumentation- on fire management

that fire can be part of the system, because the plants,

were

discussing

after 26 years, regrowth. They have forest again, pine

potential solutions to the wildfire problem. Some

tree forest, mainly pine tree forest, but Eucalyptus.”

voice a very strong preference for suppression

(T3, Q.229). Another belief that is often voiced is

(A_SUPRESSION_Y)–“Never,

(TO,

the destructive nature of wildfire compared to

Q.239)- and against the option to let fires burn

prescribed fires (B_WILDFIRE_DAMAGE): “I go

(A_LET_BURN_N): “Let it burn, no.” (MN, Q.060).

with a wildfire, destroy everything. Only the rocks stay

Those that did agree with the option to let fires

there.” (CT, Q.118), “Yeah. In summer, in wildfire,

burn, stressed that it should only be done when it

everything burns. This will burn, everything burn. You

is strategically advantageous (A_LET_BURN_Y):

saw in Pedrógão...Was a very hard, very...So everything

“Yes, yes. It is strategical. Okay? Okay?” (ME, Q.009).

burn. You don’t see this, like this.” (PC, Q.400).

mostly

encountered

when

never

fire.”

The attitude to prescribed fires was however mostly
positive (A_PF_P): “Senhora Maria Elaine is tell me

A large part of the beliefs voiced are on the potential

that she agree with prescribed fire.” (ME, Q.014).

solutions to the fire problem, in which the fire
experts have the most prominent voice. Some can

Another attitude, solely identified with fire experts,

give the impression that as single solution is able to

is that of fire as a tool (A_TOOL): “Because fire is a

solve the wildfire problem –“If I can work as I would

normal tool, is like a shovel...Yeah, yeah, yeah. Is just

like, I will burn each year like 200 hectares in Tapada

a hammer, is just a tool. Nothing more.” (FA, Q.304),

and I will have Tapada all managed with fire, only with

“We see it like a tool.” (SF2, Q.432). This attitude,

fire...Anything else...Fire. Yeah.” (PC, Q.450)- but

seeing fire as a tool, can also prevent thinking about

most of the experts think a combination of solutions

the way the general public perceives a prescribed
burn: “We never think about it. Because we have an
idea about prescribed fire is a work. Is a one day work...
One more, is our job, is our work. We don’t think about
showing off, or showing, to the people...” (CT, Q.187).

BELIEFS
The last and largest group of codes in this coding
category is discussing beliefs on fire management.
Beliefs are here defined as an opinion that is being
substantiated by an argument. The argument does
not have to be a proven fact however, but can also
be substantiated by anecdotal evidence.
A prime example of this can be seen in the code B_
ADAPTATION_T which is used when an interviewee
expresses the beliefs that Mediterranean nature is
adapted to fire (see figure 5.3). Some, mostly fire
experts, express this belief based on scientific
study -“Our species are adapted to fire. Our region is
a fire region. In this context we have an idea that fire

figure 5.3 | Many Mediterranean species have developed

belongs to the ecosystems. The ecosystem needs fire

adaptations to survive fires. For example these shurbs in the

to be healthy, to be equilibrate, they need fire.“ (CT,

Tapada Nacional that experienced a prescribed fire only a
couple of months before.
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is necessary: “We have to work on, you know all the

the ecologic impact, the versatility of the tools, the

ways. The prescribed fire, suppression fire, suppression

prescribed fire is the best.” (CT, Q.126). In contrast,

fire and education. Okay?” (FC, Q.279), “And the best

the non-experts mainly stress that prescribed fire

solution is always one or two tools together. Not the

can also escape control and thus is a dangerous tool.

only tool to get. Okay?” (CT, Q.127).
The last two codes deals with the perception of
The distinction between fire experts and non-

fire and the fire problem. The code B_EXPERTISE

experts further increases when discussing more

describes the idea that fire is a very technical subject

concrete approaches. Suppression is dismissed (B_

that is only properly understood by experts: “I know

SUPRESSION_N) as it is believed to only further

an.. I don’t know nothing about fire. I am learning with

heighten fuel loads and give rise to larger wildfires:

him something, okay? Because I don’t know nothing

“And our urban people, urban politicals, they think fire

about fire.” (MN, Q.038). To let non-experts conduct

is bad thing, we have to stop the fire to all costs. No, is a

prescribed burns for example, is asking for trouble,

stupid idea.” (CT, Q.090), “We extinguish that 98% of

according to CT: “And when we do have a prescribed

the fires. The other 2% have a lot of, of, of combustible

fire we don’t have problems because we know how to

to burn.Our fuel loads will increase year after year, so

do it, but when people don’t know how to do it, we have

in Mafra we burn 5 acres, 10 acres... So, but we have

problems.” (CT, Q.189).

10.000 with fuel load...With 15 years that those areas
don’t, don’t...Don’t burn.” (FC, Q.277). Suppression is

Lastly, some interviewees voice the belief that fire

advocated however by some non-experts in order

and firefighting has become a commercialized

to protect -for example- nature: “And to, to protect

phenomenon that has come to involve special

the nature, to avoid fires.” (T5, Q.008).

interests (B_ORGANISATIONAL): “And he is telling
that the fire is a business. We have a big business, with,

The option to let fire burn is dismissed by most

with the fire. Many people earn money with the fire.

fire experts as something that is incompatible

Until this happens we always have fire. Because we

with human activities: “We cannot let the fires burn,

have the wood interests, the machinery interests, the

because, because that was the way of living for too many

wildfires, firefighters, interest. Everybody earn money

people. Okay? So, if you have 1000 acres and you let them

with the wildfire.” (FA, Q.303), “A disaster is, is, it’s

burn, those guys stays with nothing.” (FC, Q.272), “But

a way of some organisations, you know, some people,

in that kind of system you cannot have agriculture, you

to improve and to...To earn. You understand?...It’s a

cannot have another activities, you cannot have this.”

business. The fire, it’s a business.” (PC, Q.414). Other

(CT, Q.173). While a non-expert proposes that it

ways to organise fire prevention and combat are

might be a way to prevent injuries: “I think it’s let

also imaginable, for example as PC from Mafra

it burn, but with the cautious from ourselves for not

proposes: “In each Freguesia think if we have one

happening what happen in Castanheira.” (T2, Q.345).

Sapadores Florestales team. 5 guys in each frexia… They
are not firemens, they are Sapadores. They work all the

The starkest difference can be observed however

year, cleaning the forest, making fire, prescribed fire

when discussing prescribed fires, where the group

and in the summer they are making vigilant and they

of those in favour of prescribed fire (B_PF_P)

are...Emergency and the first ones to go and to make the

consist almost solely of fire experts and the group

first combat, with small cars... If we have in Portugal in

against prescribed fire (B_PF_N) is dominated by

some, in some frexias that have forest areas. Not all the

non-experts. Those in favour, again, mainly discuss

frexias, but in the freguesias that have 1000 hectares,

prescribed fire as a tool: “And if we compare the every

each 1000 hectares 5 guys. You understand? And for

tools, we don’t have the best of, we don’t have a clear

each 5 teams, each 25 guys, one forest engineer. Okay?

idea of what, the best, about the best of them. But we, we

You stop the problems of fire in Portugal.” (PC, Q.409).

have a clear idea that if we compare costs, the impact,
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FIRE IN SOCIETY: THE SOCIAL
ASPECTS OF FIRE

PORTUGUESE COMMUNITY & FIRE RISK
An often encountered view is that laws and
regulations on fire use (LAW) are ineffective at

The last category in this chapter are codes that

reducing fire risk. On the one hand because the fear

describe the connections between fire and society.

of fire is increased by outlawing the use –“Because

They show how interviewees think others -or the

she is afraid the laws forbid it and she have many careful

society at large- are connected to the problem of

to that, then she don’t use fire. Is a consequence from

wildfires. A total of 16 interviewees made mention

the law enforcement that stops fire.” (ME, Q.032)- but

of a code in this category and the average frequency

on the other hand because arsonists are not held

of the 11 codes in this category is relatively high,

back by the laws in place: “The major of the wildfires

as can be seen in figure 5.4. In fact, eight of the

are put by purpose or by accident by people. And the

codes in this category are mentioned by more

laws don’t make big difference in that kind of people. Is

interviewees and more frequent than the average

his opinion.” (FA, Q.301). Another aspect mentioned

code in the whole data set. In total 9 codes were

is that the laws instead should focus more strongly

mentioned by more than one interviewee and are

on regulating land use to manage fire risk: “But

further discussed.

we also have guilty because the plantation, should be
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are also not treated in the text.
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a regulation for the plantation. I think the woods, the

necessitating the authorities to prepare people for

forest is mainly Eucalypt...And if I have a land I could

local risks, depending on where they live: “Our

plant any kind of trees that I want. There isn’t any...

problems are not common, okay? In Lisbon they have

Regulation.” (T2, Q.338), “The state has to think in

the problem or the earthquake. We don’t have any great

the major interest. {Speaking in Portuguese.} The state

problem with earthquake...You see tomorrow. It was

has to create rules and laws that protects everyone. Until

raining in the north, people in Algarve in the sun...We

then, every landowner use the law and use the land how

are talking about wildfires and not they have storms.

they manage.” (CT, Q.059).

This night with rain, the winds, the houses broke, things
like that. And here we are talking about wildfires. Is a

This connects to an issue that some observe in

tiny, but very different country. And with the climate

the general Portuguese society, which is a lack

change, more, we feel this more. So, the risks, several

of community (COMMUNITY). Private property

kinds of risks.. We can prepare people for the general

is seen as something that is not to be affected by

risks, but we have to tell them about local risks too.”

collective decisions: “The Portuguese people are

(FC, Q.266).

not a very community people. They live alone. This
is a very good example. Each house is an island, with

WILDFIRES & THE IMAGE OF FIRE

border, you see, borders. Everyone have the same

The role of media in shaping the image of fire

borders. Nobody can watch from my island. This I my

is mentioned (MEDIA) by some interviewees,

island. This is my territory, I do what I please. This is

in the sense that the negative image of fire is

the Portuguese mentality. You agree?” (CT, Q.033).

strengthened -“She have that idea because the things

The fire commander sees this as a consequence of

that she saw in tv and the media pass the image that

the new “urban” inhabitants from Lisboa: “They

fire is always bad.” (TO, Q.235)- while the positive

also have another problems associated this urban guys

image does not get enough attention: “Is like I told

came to, to live in Mafra and have that view from the

you, we never have the minute to put another kind of

land. They just.. They just, they just live here. So.. They

image...Yeah, on television. Okay?” (CT, Q.237). The

don’t have that appeal..” (FC, Q.258). In turn this

image of fire that sticks is the loss of property and

is reflected in the way the Portuguese deal with

lives (LOSS): “Everything is destroyed, houses, people

wildfires elsewhere in the country: “Maybe, I think

die. Things like that.” (TO, Q.236). Even though this

the typical response of the Portuguese people, try to help

might not always reflect all the effects caused by

to give food for the firemens. To phone for the numbers

different fires: “In my career the fire has, have also,

and give money for the numbers...For the victims is

have always become like bad things okay? I have 20

what the family make...Give money for the banks, for

years of experience in fire, in wildfires in the country.

the accounts, for the.. The Portuguese are very solidary...

We can see lots of fires, different fires, but the common

Okay, okay. Only that, give money and phone, but don’t

denominator is too much loss.” (FC, Q.260).

went to the field.” (CC, Q.215).
Some interviewees think that the occurrence of
A second underlying cause for this attitude can

wildfires and the losses they cause, have a direct

be found in the comments of interviewees on the

impact on people’s perception of fire (AWARENESS).

geographically varying relevancy of wildfire risk

For example in their perception of the fire risk: “He

(RELEVANCY). Because wildfires do not occur close

thinks that, especially after 2005, a big fire, people

to major cities –“But in the city I don’t have this

started fearing more the fire. The wild fire especially, so

problem that burn a lot that proximity.” (CG, Q.161)-

started to change their behaviour and the use of fire. It

the problem is not part of the urban identity: “No.

really changed, we have less ignitions.” (AA, Q.370),

Doesn’t change. Why? Because it’s not part of their

“It was notable, since 2003, the changes in Mafra, for

life.” (CC, Q.216). Instead, natural hazards and

me to watch. For one thing, your department two years

risks vary across the different regions of Portugal,

ago came and they cleaned up the both sides of the,
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our road. They didn’t do it the last two years, but...I

KNOWLEDGE & INFORMATION

know, I understand that...But one can watch the...the

According to some interviewees the knowledge

attempt to try and change things around here.” (CB,

and information people hold on fire have a direct

Q.195). Some interviewees indicate it also affects

influence on the perception and image people have

how people decide on whether or not to visit -for

of fire (KNOWLEDGE). Mainly, a lack of knowledge

example- a touristic destination: “Talking about the

or familiarity is believed to decrease the acceptance

image. Oh there was a fire, near park discovery, no we

of fire. For example in the case of prescribed fire:

don’t go there. That’s the mentality of people here.”

“They ask me, what, is that, really necessary? Because

(CB, Q.186), “I don’t want to think too much about

normally, the, think that fire is a bad thing. So I say,

the fires when I am going on holidays, but yes I am

with my family or my friends. Yes, I do prescribed fire

concerned with that.” (T2, Q.333). Some experts think

sometimes. Why? Don’t do that, that is a bad thing,

that large wildfires, such as the event in Pedrógão

you put fire, no.” (SF1, Q.418). On the other hand,

Grande in June 2017, might have such an impact on

a shepherd that is more familiar with traditional

public perception that it will open up new options

agro-pastoral burn, is likely to hold a more positive

in wildfire risk: “He is saying, well, we are waiting

stance: “It depends of the perception different people

for this summer and to see if the tragedy of Pedrógão

have of the fire. Shepherds will understand that perfectly

Grande and the 64 people that died there will have

if the fire was managed they would understand it.

any kind of impact in the way people act and use fire.

Urban people and people that exploit timber would

Let’s see if the fire season will be a calmer one.” (AA,

not comprehend that, they wouldn’t understand. So it

Q.368), “You see, I think we need, not only in Mafra,

depends of the perspective and the different use of the

but in Portugal, unfortunately, we need a summer like

land that people does.” (AA, Q.350).

it is gonna be this one. Everybody to look, to look at the
fire in a different way again...Yeah. It’s not need to die

Some interviewees argue that the act of informing

people...But, it’s.. We are needing to have big wildfires.

(INFORMATION) through education and raising

Please don’t die anymore. I don’t, I am not expecting to

awareness can increase the acceptance of, for

die anybody of course, but to...yeah, we need more fire,

example, prescribed fires: “Yeah, in the beginning

for the politicians to look to for the forest in a different

certainly, it certainly caused some problems and some

way.” (PC, Q.408).

conflicts. At least until some information could be
made to the public, so they can understand why this

This has given rise to a cautionary stance many

technique was being used. He was giving the example

Portuguese hold against the phenomenon of fire

of prescribed burning. Until a few years ago no one

in general (CAUTION): “First off all, the use of fire

understood and they had some doubts about prescribed

in the forest is not often in Portugal, because is some,

burning and it is well accepted right now.” (AA, Q.351).

some doubt, some...Afraid to use them” (CG, Q.137),

Some interviewees think and have observed that

“Now we have another question that our, our people are

information and education can alter the perception

changed okay? So we have lots of people came to live

of fire: “These guys the Sapadores, before come here,

to Mafra, originally become from Lisbon, okay? With

come working with us, they don’t, they, they, they

another...Urban idea. So any smoke is a tragedy, okay?”

think about fire as well as a bad thing. And then, after

(FC, Q.257).

start, start working with us and learning and seeing
the profits and the good things of fire.” (PC, Q.438).
PC even thinks that this lack of knowledge is what
increases the fear of fire: “Say, people are afraid.
People, who don’t study, who don’t use fire, who don’t
understand the fire.” (PC, Q.462).
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DISCUSSION

indicators of that importance. Also, in hindsight,
in many of the interviews the term prescribed fire

EMOTIONS & CONTROL

was translated as “fogo controlado” -meaning

The connection between emotions and resource

controlled fire- which has a different connotation

management is well known and has extensively

than prescribed fire. This study was not designed

been studied. Kals et al. (1999) showed that nature-

to systematically measure differences in responses

protective behaviour is not only rational, but also

to these two terms, but one can imagine that the

has an emotional component, while Vining and

different connotations might trigger a different

Merrick argue that emotions are inherent in public

emotional response.

decision making and acceptance of management
by helping to activate the public, as well as negative,

FIRE MANAGEMENT: ACCEPTANCE &
UNDERSTANDING

as they often form the root for conflicts (Vining,

That fire management is not solely a technical

1992).

issue, but also has a clear socio-political component

plans (2008). These emotions can both be positive,

has been shown before (Manfredo et al., 1990). The
The results in this study clearly indicate that

incorporation of perceptions and preferences held

emotions

are

by the general public is necessary in formulating

also strongly present in the perception and

and implementing fire policies (Weldon, 1996).

management of fire in the Portuguese landscape.

This study underwrites these beliefs, not only

Negative emotions, such as fear and trauma, are

in the emotions found to be connected to fire

most prominent and often linked to wildfires,

management, but also in the large amount of

whereas more positive or neutral emotions take

personal or anecdotal motivations used when

the foreground when discussing prescribed fires. A

discussing fire management (values, attitudes,

likely cause for the difference in perception might

beliefs).

-both

positive

and

negative-

be the degree of control over the fire. McCafferey
states control as one of the major factors affecting

This study was not able however to show clear

the public acceptance of prescribed fire (McCaffrey,

relationships

2006). It is also known that an escaped prescribed

preferences for specific forms of fire management

fire, where control has been lost, can -temporarily-

-most dominantly prescribed burning- preferences.

negatively affect public perception of prescribed

Large variation in public support or acceptance of

burning (Brunson and Evans, 2005). Brunson and

prescribed burning has been found in earlier studies

Evans argue that losing control over prescribed fires

(Manfredo et al., 1990; Vining and Merrick, 2008)

hurts public trust. Trust in the agency executing the

and can be attributed to various factors. Some

prescribed burn also forms a major component in

of these, like trust an control mentioned above,

prescribed fire acceptance (McCaffrey, 2006). Also,

have already been shown to also be present in

the experience of a wildfire, with a low degree of

the data and are directly linked to risk perception

control, is known to increase the risk perception of

(Daniel, 1990). This risk perception can also vary

prescribed fires (Vining and Merrick, 2008).

geographically, which can lead more fire-prone

between

these

perceptions

and

regions to be more acceptant of prescribed fire a
In the data there are also some indicators for the

management technique (Vining and Merrick, 2008).

importance of control and trust in emotional

The code RELEVANCY somewhat reflects this

response. Trust is for example expressed through

spatial variation in the urgency of fire management.

codes like B_EXPERTISE. The prominence of the
codes V_CONTROL -signifying that interviewees

Another of these factors is the unfavourable

value control over fire- and CONTROL -signifying

aesthetic effects of prescribed fires (Daniel, 1990),

control over nature- in the interviewees are

which are also mentioned by -for example- PC
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describing a recent prescribed burn: “But for me no
problem. It’s not a pretty thing, but no problem.” (PC,
Q.448). On the other hand, in an American study,
people were found to be understanding of the
positive aesthetic effects of prescribed burning on
the longer term (Vining and Merrick, 2008), which
might mean that aesthetics are less of an issue than
may be thought initially.
However, the most important factor believed
to increase the acceptance of prescribed fire, is
increased understanding and familiarity with fire
(Manfredo et al., 1990; McCaffrey, 2006). This
includes a better understanding of the ecological
role of fire, but also clear communication of the
objectives or purposes of a conducted prescribed
fire (Daniel, 1990). This clearly echoes with the
results from the interviews conducted in this study.
The codes KNOWLEDGE and INFORMATION are the
most clear indicators found in the interviews.
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WHO SAID WHAT?

During the interviews two characteristics of the

opportunities to express own beliefs. Secondly,

interviewees were captured: the image of nature

large parts of the conversations with CT and PC

they hold and whether they were professionally

were devoted to explaining the technical aspects of

involved with fire and fire management. In this

fire management, resulting in more codes used in

chapter these characteristics are used to subdivide

“technical” coding categories, such as Ecosystem

the 20 interviewees and see whether there are

services (category 4) and spatial interventions

differences in the codes used by these different

(category 5).

groups.
That the role of AC -who served a similar role in

INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWEES

Seia- is much smaller, can largely be explained
from the fact that only one interview held in Seia

The number and frequency of codes for each of

was transcribed. Several recordings were made

the twenty interviewees are shown in figure 6.2. It

in Seia -for example AC provided a “educational

shows that -compared to other respondents- the

conversation” similar to those held with CT and

interviews with CT and PC featured a larger amount

PC- but because these were often taken out in the

of codes (frequency) as well as a larger variety of

field, the sound quality of the recordings was less

codes. Largely this can be attributed to the larger

than desirable, making transcription difficult.

amount of time spent with these two interviewees.
This is partly due to their role as translators in other
interviews, which provided them with additional

Number of interviewees/code frequency

Codes in the category Image of Nature (CAT1)
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figure 6.1 | Overview of the codes meant to detect images of nature in the interviews. Codes mentioned by less than one interviewee
are shown seperately and are also not treated in the text.
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figure 6.2 | Interviewees, the number of codes and the
frequency with which these codes were used.
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IMAGE OF NATURE

Most of the codes in this category can be related
back to the three beliefs formulated by Buijs. The

One of the ways this thesis tries to make sense

first is the belief that nature is different from

of the perceptions of fire that were found in the

culture -captured by the code EXCLUSIVE- or

interviews, was by trying to link these views to the

that the two are integrated -INCLUSIVE. Of these

image of nature as defined by Buijs. This is because

two, only INCLUSIVE was used by more than one

Buijs defines clear links between his images of

interviewee. This inclusive idea of nature is for

nature and preferences for nature management.

example expressed by FC: “Everything in our, our

If this relationship could also be identified within

land is nature. All the land that where we stand up,

the field of fire management, this would greatly

we, we work that land, so. We don’t have virgin, virgin,

enhance the ability to make fire policy that is met

virgin land. So it’s nature, but it’s our nature. The nature

with public acceptance.

we want to build.” (FC, Q.268).

The image of nature of the interviewees was

Another belief in Buijs’ model is whether nature is

determined using the questionnaire, the results

in equilibrium (BALANCE) or dynamic (CHANGE).

of which can be found in figure 6.3. In order to

Of these two -again- only one code (BALANCE) is

assess how accurate the questionnaire was in doing

found with more than one interviewee. This idea of

this, the interview transcripts were also coded on

balance can be very subliminally expressed: “The

expressions that gave an indication of the image

ecosystem needs fire to be healthy, to be equilibrate,

of nature the interviewees held. These codes were

they need fire.” (CT, Q.079), “Some hunters don’t

used to check the results from the questionnaire.

respect the balance and the ecology.” (PC, Q.382).

Secondly, the codes can be used to see which
concepts are not currently included in the images

The third belief was a choice between fragile nature

of nature by Buijs.

(HELP) and resilient nature (RESILIENT). Here
both codes were found more than once. Resilience

CODING THE IMAGE OF NATURE

is often mentioned as nature being hardy and

A total of 15 codes were formulated to capture

able to withstand impacts. In the code HELP some

expressions of the image of nature by the

interviewees express that nature needs to be

interviewees. As shown in figure 6.1 only 9 of these

protected: “So, some places is very old and with trees

codes were used by more than 1 interviewee and are

with 300 years and it’s important to preserve because

up for further discussion.

is a...No, it’s a patrony. It’s important, relevant to us.”

S.F.1

S.F.2

Unknown

A.C.

C.T.

F.A.

P.C.

C.B.

C.C.

Aesthetic

M.E.
Autonomy

M.N.

C.G.

J.N.

T.3.

T.O.

T.1.

T.2.

Inclusive

T.5.

A.A.

A.M.

P.C.
Functional

figure 6.3 | Overview of the interviewees and the Images of Nature they hold according to the questionnaire.
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the connotation that humanity has impacted nature

COMPARING THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO
THE CODES

too much and that this has reduced the resiliency

In total 4 of the 5 images of nature defined by

and the ability to withstand human impacts. “That’s

Buijs were found to be present in the group of

a tricky one. I would say that most of the time it manage

interviewees, with only the Wilderness image

itself, just like that. But since we’re all a lot impacting it

missing. From two interviewees (SF1 & SF2) no

we need to do something just that it continue to manage

image of nature could be retrieved; they compose

itself.” (T1, Q.330). This idea is also shown in the

the unidentified group. The Autonomy, Functional

code DESTRUCTION: “It is fragile because we have

and Inclusive images were found in roughly the

destroyed it too much to be {unintelligible}.” (Q.162).

same

(GC, Q.156). However, the code HELP also includes

amount

of

interviewees.

The

Aesthetic

image was clearly least represented, with only 2
There were also some beliefs encountered in

interviewees.

the coding that were not described by Buijs. For
example, the distinction between an urban or rural

In figure 6.4 the interviewees are grouped by their

identity (codes RURAL and URBAN). One of the

image of nature and the shares of those groups

more interesting codes with respect to this point is

using the various codes in category 1 is shown. Based

CONTROL, which is the most frequently used code

on the beliefs formulated by Buijs we should expect

in this category, both in number of interviewees

that the code EXCLUSIVE should only be mentioned

as total code frequency. The code mostly signifies

by the Autonomy image, while the code INCLUSIVE

the idea that nature is messy -“Eucalyptus keeps

should exclusively be used by interviewees with a

falling down, it is a mess.” (CB, Q.174)- or without

Functional, Inclusive or Aesthetic image. As figure

order –“…huge forest. Not urban, not, without order.”

6.4 shows, both of these expectations hold true.

(JN, Q.074) and thus needs to be managed –“We
have to control the nature, we have to manage the

The Wilderness and Aesthetic images contain

nature.” (AM, Q.318)- for example by controlling

the belief that nature is stable, which means the

or eliminating invasive species –“Many Eucalyptus

code BALANCE should be used solely by these

and see what we are starting to have. Some seeds of

interviewees. However, as figure 6.4 shows, the

Eucalyptus coming...inside. So we have to look out, we

code is also used by interviewees with a Functional

have to come here and…Take them out.” (PC, Q.390).

and Autonomy image. Likewise, the codes HELP

AESTHETIC

INCLUSIVE

AUTONOMY

FUNCTIONAL

Aesthetics
Balance
Control
Destruction
Help
Inclusive
Resilient
Rural
Urban
figure 6.4 | Overview of how the different images of nature compare to the codes from the interviews. Coloured figures indicate one
interviewee from the corresponding image of nature using the code in question.
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and RESILIENT -expressing the belief in a fragile

In table 6.1 to table 6.4 the ten codes mentioned most

nature or a resilient nature- are not reserved for

by interviewees with the different images of nature

interviewees respectively holding the Autonomy

are shown. In table 6.1 this is done for the Aesthetic

or Inclusive image of nature while that would be

image, showing that the 2 interviewees both used

expected based on Buijs’ theory.

codes from coding category 3 and 7, which were
mainly focussed on the connection between fire

THE RELATION BETWEEN IMAGE OF
NATURE AND OTHER CODES

and society. Codes that are unique to the Aesthetic

The amount of unique codes mentioned by the

discussing

interviewees when grouped by their different

However, because only two interviewees hold the

images of nature are shown in figure 6.5. A few

Aesthetic image, 50% means that only one of the

things stand out in this graph. First the dominance

two interviewees mentioned these codes.

image are mostly found in the 6th coding category,
thoughts

about

fire

management.

of the Autonomy image in category 4 (ecosystem
services) and 6 (fire management) is clearly visible.

The Inclusive image, shown is most difficult

Secondly, the two interviewees with the Aesthetic

to distinguish from the other images, in the

image of nature contribute relatively little in most

sense that its codes are also frequently used by

coding categories, but provide much more input

interviewees from the other images of nature (see

when discussing fire management (coding category

table 6.2). Interesting is however the large amount

6). The Inclusive image shows a mirrored pattern,

of -dominantly negative- emotional codes in this

mentioning a lot of codes in most coding categories,

top 10 (FEAR, DESPAIR, TRAUMA) and the fact that

but

societal

both the code CONTROL -indicating control over

conditions (category 3) and ecosystem services

nature- and V_CONTROL -indicating control over

(category 4).

fire- appear alongside.

relatively

little

when

discussing

AESTHETIC

INCLUSIVE

AUTONOMY

FUNCTIONAL

Ecosystem Services
Spatial Interventions

Land Management
Fire emotions

Fire Management

Fire & Society

Images of Nature

figure 6.5 | Overview of the interviewees and the Images of Nature they hold according to the questionnaire.
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table 6.1 | Ten most used codes by interviewees with the Aesthetic image of nature

Code

Category

Aesthetic

Inclusive

Autonomy Functional Total

Fire laws

Fire & society (7)

100%

0%

40%

20%

28%

Land revenue

Land management (3)

100%

0%

20%

40%

28%

Abandonment

Land management (3)

100%

33%

0%

40%

33%

Knowledge & familiarity Fire & society (7)

100%

50%

20%

20%

39%

Beauty

Fire emotions (2)

100%

50%

40%

60%

56%

Unnecessary (attitude)

Fire management (6)

50%

0%

0%

0%

6%

Annoyed

Fire emotions (2)

50%

0%

0%

0%

6%

No solution to fire

Fire management (6)

50%

0%

0%

0%

6%

Fire management (6)

50%

0%

0%

0%

6%

Fire management (6)

50%

0%

20%

0%

11%

(belief)
Fire remains
unpredictable (belief)
Fire as a tool (attitude)

table 6.2 | Ten most used codes by interviewees with the Inclusive image of nature

Code

Category

Aesthetic

Inclusive

Autonomy Functional Total

Control over Nature

Images of Nature (1)

0%

67%

40%

40%

44%

Fear

Fire emotions (2)

50%

67%

40%

40%

50%

Control over Fire

Fire management (6)

50%

50%

0%

60%

39%

Knowledge & familiarity Fire & society (7)

100%

50%

20%

20%

39%

Beauty

Fire emotions (2)

100%

50%

40%

60%

56%

Despair

Fire emotions (2)

0%

33%

0%

0%

11%

Prescribed fire is

Fire management (6)

0%

33%

20%

0%

17%

Help Nature

Images of Nature (1)

0%

33%

0%

40%

22%

Maintenance

Land management (3)

0%

33%

0%

40%

22%

Trauma

Fire emotions (2)

0%

33%

20%

20%

22%

positive (belief)

table 6.3 | Ten most used codes by interviewees with the Autonomy image of nature

Code

Category

Aesthetic

Inclusive

Autonomy Functional Total

Prescribed fire is

Fire management (6)

0%

17%

60%

0%

22%

Ecology adapted to fire

Fire management (6)

0%

17%

60%

20%

28%

Bad

Fire emotions (2)

0%

17%

60%

40%

33%

Let it burn (belief)

Fire management (6)

0%

0%

40%

0%

11%

Fire supression is good

Fire management (6)

0%

0%

40%

0%

11%

Ecosystem services (4)

0%

0%

40%

0%

11%

Ecosystem services (4)

0%

0%

40%

0%

11%

Grazing

Spatial interventions (5) 0%

0%

40%

20%

17%

Landscape value

Land management (3)

0%

0%

40%

20%

17%

50%

17%

40%

0%

22%

positive (attitude

(belief)
Air Quality/smoke
(regulating)
Fire use in agriculture
(undefined)

No sense of community Fire & society (7)
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table 6.4 | Ten most used codes by interviewees with the Functional image of nature

Code

Category

Aesthetic

Inclusive

Autonomy Functional Total

Fire awareness

Fire & society (7)

0%

17%

20%

60%

28%

Pasture regeneration

Ecosystem services (4)

0%

17%

20%

60%

28%

Urban

Images of Nature (1)

0%

17%

20%

60%

28%

Control over Fire

Fire management (6)

50%

50%

0%

60%

39%

Fuel regulation

Ecosystem services (4)

50%

33%

40%

60%

44%

Beauty

Fire emotions (2)

100%

50%

40%

60%

56%

Let it burn (belief)

Fire management (6)

0%

0%

0%

40%

11%

Soil Quality

Ecosystem services (4)

0%

0%

0%

40%

11%

Informing the public

Fire & society (7)

0%

0%

20%

40%

17%

Burning waste

Ecosystem services (4)

50%

0%

0%

40%

17%

(provisioning)

(regulating)

(supporting)

(regulating)
Interviewees

are

Most of the codes mentioned by interviewees with a

predominantly concerned with the topic of fire

with

the

Autonomy

image

Functional image, shown in table 6.4, describe the

management, as can be seen in table 6.3, in

ecosystem services produced by fire (P_PASTURE,

which they promote prescribed fire (A_PF_P)

R_FUEL, S_SOIL, R_WASTE). These codes are also

and recognize fire as a part of the Mediterranean

relatively unique to the Functional image of nature,

ecosystem (B_ADAPTATION_T). Wildfires on the

with the exception of the code R_FUEL, which is

other hand should be stopped (A_LET_BURN_N

used by similar amounts of interviewees from all

and B_SUPRESSION_Y). Other noteworthy codes

images of nature. The topic of fire management

are the ecosystem services air quality (R_SMOKE)

(coding category 6) is also discussed frequently. The

and the use of fire in agriculture (U_AGRICULTURE)

value of control over fire (V_CONTROL) is widely

which are mentioned only by interviewees with the

distributed across all image of nature however. The

Autonomy image.

belief that fire should be left to burn is however
only found in interviewees with the Functional
image. Lastly, codes in expressing the importance
of risk awareness (AWARENESS) and informing the
general public (INFORMATION) are found in this
image of nature.
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figure 6.6 | Overview of the number of codes used by experts and non-experts in the various coding categories.

EXPERTS VS. NON-EXPERTS

In terms of the codes that are used most by the two
different groups -shown in table 6.5 and table 6.6

A second way the interviewees can be grouped is

– clear differences can also be spotted. Where the

by their expertise. In total 12 of the interviewees

fire-experts mostly seem to talk about ecosystem

could be classified as non-experts and 8 as experts.

services (R_FUEL, S_HABITAT, P_PASTURE),fire

In figure 6.6 the amount of codes mentioned by

management (B_LET_BURN_N, B_SOLUTION_N,

these two groups for each coding category are

B_SOLUTION_S)

shown. Especially categories four -fire ecosystem

(LAND_REVENUE, ABANDONMENT), non-experts

services- and five -spatial interventions- the fire

seem more focussed on emotional aspects of fire

experts show a distinctly higher variety in codes

(FEAR, BAD, BEAUTY, TRAUMA) or their image of

used, compared to the laymen who seem to use a

nature (V_CONTROL, URBAN, RESILIENT).

or

land

management

issues

slightly wider range of codes in the first and second
category.

containing thoughts on fire management, we
can that the amount codes that can be classified
as a value or attitude -expressions without

Number of codes containg values,
attitudes and beliefs on fire management.
Experts

argumentation- is much higher for non-experts,

3

whereas the amount of beliefs -expressions with

5

Values
Attitudes
Beliefs

20

16

argumentation- is much higher for experts (see

Non-experts

figure 6.7).

13

Taking a closer look at the sixth coding category,

50

figure 6.7 | Overview of the differences between experts and
non-experts in the use of values, attitudes and beliefs when
discussing fire management.
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table 6.5 | Ten most used codes by experts compared to non-experts.

Code

Category

Non-experts Experts

Total

Fuel regulation (regulating)

Ecosystem services (4)

25%

75%

45%

Caution of fire

Fire & society (7)

0%

50%

20%

Informing the public

Fire & society (7)

0%

50%

20%

Habitat management (supporting)

Ecosystem services (4)

0%

50%

20%

Land revenue

Land management (3)

8%

50%

25%

Pasture regeneration (provisioning)

Ecosystem services (4)

8%

50%

25%

Abandonment

Land management (3)

17%

50%

30%

Beauty

Fire emotions (2)

50%

50%

50%

No let it burn (belief)

Fire management (6)

0%

38%

15%

Combination of solutions

Fire management (6)

0%

38%

15%

table 6.6 | Ten most used codes by non-experts compared to experts.

Code

CAT

Non-experts Experts

Total

Fear

Fire emotions (2)

75%

13%

50%

Bad

Fire emotions (2)

50%

0%

30%

Control over fire

Fire management (6)

50%

13%

35%

Beauty

Fire emotions (2)

50%

50%

50%

Urban

Image of nature (1)

42%

0%

25%

Control over nature

Fire emotions (2)

42%

38%

40%

Knowledge & familiarity

Fire & society (7)

42%

38%

40%

Trauma

Fire emotions (2)

33%

0%

20%

Ecology adapted to fire

Fire management (6)

33%

13%

25%

Resilient

Image of nature (1)

25%

0%

15%

DISCUSSION

There are also some methodological issues, one
of which being that Buijs’ images were developed

IMAGE OF NATURE

for the Dutch and not the Portuguese context.

This study was not able to show any predictive

Buijs’ himself states that: “The images of nature

value for the images of Nature by Buijs on the

described in this article cannot simply be applied to

perceptions and preferences connected to fire

other countries and cultures… Although the content

in the landscape. A major reason is probably the

of the different images of nature may differ between

relatively low number of interviewees (20) which

cultures, the concept itself may be applicable in all

had to be distributed over a large number of images

cultures.” (Buijs, 2009, p.429). In this study, the

of nature (5). When a larger number of interviewees

different cultural context may show in different

would be used -for example 100- the effect of one

interpretations of the questions in the questionnaire.

interviewee not “aligning with the hypothesis”

For example, in the question “Do you think that a

would be dramatically reduced.

garden, park or farmer’s field is nature?” the word
park is likely to be interpreted differently in an
urban context -where a park might be a city park
of a few acres- compared to the interior of Portugal
-where a park might be a national park, such as the
Serra da Estrela, of a few square kilometres. Also,
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a different mental reference -such as the context

they base fire management preferences mostly

the interviewee is thinking of- can affect answers.

unsubstantiated beliefs and make mention of

For example, when T2 was asked whether nature is

more fire ecosystem services. Non-experts on the

fragile or resilient he refers to the Amazon in his

other hand, use emotions, values and attitudes

answer, expressing a mental reference that might

to substantiate their perceptions of fire and it’s

otherwise have remained unnoticed: “If you went to

management. They also present the fire problem as

Amazon I think the natures can treat himself, but, itself.

a complex issue with its own expertise.

But if, we help, I think we can help.” (T2, Q.343).
However, this does not mean that the experts are
This study still opted to use the framework by Buijs’,

not emotionally involved in the fire problem. For

not only because no Mediterranean or Portuguese

example, when CT discussed his motivation to

alternative could be found, but also because of

pursue a professional career in fire management

the clear link Buijs’ makes between his images of

he tells a story of his youth that clearly echoes an

nature and associated management preferences

emotional undertone: “I was a young boy…’91 we

(mentioned in the methods). The results of this

have a major wildfire over here, that starts here in

thesis seem to indicate that this link cannot be made

Moura Morta, this is my father’s village…the first time

for fire management however, which might be due

I saw a helicopter working against fire, was in this

to several reasons. One is that the use of fire in land

valley…we go there to protect these houses. That time

management in Portugal is not yet widely accepted

I have 18 years, I go out with them, with him, cut the

(Fernandes et al., 2013), an image which echoes also

shrubs over here…and I remain here with my father

in the interviews and the personal communication

for three hours, all of this are burning, we only see, we

with CT and PC. The unfamiliarity or suspicion

don’t see, we only…Hear the airplanes and helicopters,

might hinder interviewees to choose the prescribed

we are here in the middle of the river after we put out

fire option (or even more extreme: the let it burn

the fire here near the house…Since then I worked in fire.

option). A last issue might be that Buijs’s connects

I go to forestry, I go to get my.. Degree in forest fires, my

his images to a level of management instead of a

final course. My course, my course is a course, my study

preferred management tool. In the case of fire this

is five year course. And I work in this since then.” (CT,

should translate to a level specifying to what extent

002:113-145).

we should manage fires, rather than whether or not
fire is the right tool to exert that management.

EXPERTS VS NON-EXPERTS
One way to explain the differences in fire perception
and management preferences found in this study, is
using the expertise of the interviewees. Differences
in emotional response and management preferences
between managers (experts) and the general
public (non-experts) are a phenomenon that has
been demonstrated in various studies. In general,
managers tend to see emotions as unnecessary,
a form of bias and have difficulty assessing the
emotions in the general public with respect to a
specific management issue (Vining, 1992). In this
study these observations are largely reflected,
with experts shown to take a more technical,
non-emotional stance in fire management, where
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LIVING WITH FIRE

The past chapters have helped shape the picture

To illustrate this we can use the interview with ME,

of two types of fire that show distinct differences

a non-experts who lives next to a plot that had

in their biophysical effects, the ecosystem services

burned a few days earlier. When the fire started

they affect and the emotional reactions they provoke

one could classify it as a wildfire. It had started

(see X). On the one hand there are wildfires; often

unintentionally, without a management objective.

high in severity fires, large in extent and damaging

The firefighters decided to put out the fire, but ME

to ecosystem services. They evoke strongly negative

expressed that: “why they don’t leave the fire to burn

emotions due to a lack of control. On the other

the rest and this keep all the land stay clean” (ME,

side, prescribed fires, generally low in severity,

Q.009). Leaving the fire to burn, within boundaries,

beneficial to many ecosystem services and smaller

would essentially make it a oxymoronic “controlled

and more controlled in form, evoke more moderate

wildfire”. However, given the clear objective of

or even positive emotions. What has to be stressed

fuel reduction that is attained by leaving the fire

however, is that these are characterisations of these

burning, the fire also meets part of the definition of

fire that have been identified in the Portuguese

a prescribed fire.

context. A different region, featuring different
ecosystem services, different demographics or

One can also imagine the role of a land manager

different socio-economic conditions might produce

that needs to conduct a prescribed fire near Mafra.

different results.

Some ecosystems have been shown to have an
actual need for high severity fires (Hutto, 2008),

The results also show that thinking of fire in these

in which case a high severity fire prescription

two “stereotypes” can also work limiting, in the

could serve a genuine management objective. The

sense that they are not always able to accommodate

interviews also featured some cases in which high

other possible forms of human-fire relationships.

severity or high intensity fire was desirable from a

figure 7.1 | The house of ME, with the result of the wildfire on the foreground. ME proposed that it would perhaps have been better
to leave the fire burning to clear the remaining vegetation and thus reduce fuel loads.
table 7.1 | Number of codes identified in each category included in the literature review.

Fire-type

Wildfire

Prescribed fire

Biophysical effects

Summer; high severity

Winter; low severity

Ecosystem services

High severity; high impact on ecosystem Low severity; low impact on ecosystem
services

Emotion

services

Low or no level of control results in fear. High level of control, moderately positive
emotions.
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management perspective: “It was a very, very intense
fire. But we needed to have that, those conditions, to...

LETTING GO OF CONTROL:
FIRE AS NATURE

To consume as much..” (PC, Q.451). However, as FC,
a local fire commander explained, the mostly urban

Nature is not one defined concept. Instead, nature

population has a strong negative view of fire: “Urban

is a range of things, ranging from city parks to the

idea. So any smoke is a tragedy, okay?” (Q.257). Doing

Amazon, from a garden to a mouldy piece of bread.

a highly severe prescribed fire is likely to generate

What we can do is place these different forms of

very strong negative emotions, as probably both the

nature on scale ranging from “more natural” to

fire and the area burnt will look quite different from

“less natural”. Where along that scale we would

the stereotypical prescribed fire defined above.

situate a mouldy piece of bread differs however. It
varies with personality, with education, with time,

The definition that this thesis started with is that

scale, context. This is what Buijs’ Images of Nature

a prescribed fire needs to be intentional and has

are meant to measure. His criteria provide us with

to be linked to an objective (Fernandes et al., 2013;

insights as to why some people would consider a

Fernandes and Botelho, 2003; Kayll, 1974; Santín

farmer’s field nature, where others would not. And

and Doerr, 2016). What these examples show, is

-as Buijs also shows- those different conceptions

that this definition is not able to accurately explain

of nature are likely to result in different attitudes

differences with wildfires, both in terms of the

when it comes to the management of -or human

physical fire as well as the mental fire; the human

control over- nature. Are humans part of the

relation to fire. The inaccuracy with regards to

natural world (inclusive) or is nature something

the physical characteristics can be explained from

void of any human presence (exclusive)? Is nature

the fact that the definition does not contain any

something fragile, necessitating human help and

statement on the physical component of fire. A

involvement, or is it something best left without

prescribed fire can both high and low in severity,

our aid? Is nature in balance, meaning that we need

depending on the management objectives.

to ensure that this balance stays intact, or is nature
always in flux?

The definition does state something however on the
relationship between humans and fire and it does so

With

by painting a very clear picture of fire as a tool. Like

conceptualize different “forms” of nature. The most

different

amounts

of

control

we

can

a hammer or a screwdriver, fire is something that

stereo-typical form of nature might be wilderness,

is to be used intentional to accomplish and objective.

the idea of undisturbed nature where human

This image of fire as a tool is also encountered

influence is absent. Whether the idea of wilderness

multiple times in the interviews, mostly with

is even possible, or whether it is misleading and

experts: “We never think about it. Because we have

harming our choices made in nature management

an idea about prescribed fire is a work…Is one more

(Cronon, 1996). What is obvious however, is that the

tool, like a tool, one more tool. Just that.” (CT, Q.187).

idea of wilderness is distinctly different from -for

Possibly, the comparison with wildfire goes awry

example- a city park. In a city park, the control over

because of the different connotations implied by

nature has been maximised, to the point where the

the words wild and prescribed. Drawing a parallel

length of the grass is subject to human preference.

with nature management might clarify what these

Again, these “forms of nature” are relative. An area

differences are.

like the Oostvaardersplassen, a piece of land located
3 meters below sea level, where “wild” animals
were introduced by man, is often termed the “New
Wilderness” in the Netherlands. A term that makes
little sense when compared with the extensive
forests of for example Canada.
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Using the definition of prescribed fire and applying

uncontrolled fire that is brought under control and

it to nature would lead to the bizarre sounding

managed in a specific way, like the fire near ME’s

“prescribed nature”.

The concept of prescribed

house as mentioned earlier in this chapter. One can

nature is not illegitimate though. Applying the exact

imagine a fire that is set intentionally, but left to

same criteria means that “prescribed nature” is

develop and burn on its own, much like we would

nature that is intentional and serves a clear objective.

release an animal species into a nature reserve for

Based on these two criteria, one could easily define

it to survive and repopulate on its own. This scale

a city park as prescribed nature. It is created and

allows for a larger variety of fire forms, which

maintained intentionally and has clear objectives,

might better represents those encountered in the

which can be defined as ecosystem services:

Portuguese landscape.

recreation, air purification and climate moderation.
Secondly, thinking about fire on a conceptual
The same argument can be made however for the

level could move the public debate to a new level.

“wild” forests of Canada. Though they were not

Currently, fire is seen as a practical issue that has

intentionally created in the sense that each tree

to be dealt with on the ground. Fire is seen as a

was manually planted, it is an intentional choice of

hazard, an ecological agent or a tool. By starting to

humans to preserve these forest or manage them in

see fire as an inherent part of the landscape, that

a certain way. That management is mainly directed

can take different forms, the pitfall of thinking of

-again- by the ecosystem services that we as

fire a something that can be completely eliminated

humans desire from those forests. The preservation

is prevented.

of “wild” nature serves clear objectives. Some of
these are very concrete, for example with the goal

FOUR FIRE ARCHETYPES

of facilitating recreation, others more abstract,
such as the preservation of natural processes.

As mentioned earlier, the results of this study show
that there are two components to fire: the mental

This comparison demonstrates that the terms wild

and the physical. The former, our mental image of

and prescribed are, in fact, not comparable. The first

fire, seems -as the results show- strongly affected

denotes nature as a concept that can take different

by the level of control we have over fire. A large

forms. The second denotes that these different

amount of control is perceived as positive, whereas

forms of nature can be utilized for human purposes.

a lack of control generates negative emotions.
The case made above tries to demonstrate that,

Fire as a concept shows large similarities to the

rather than seeing these as the only two options,

concept of nature. It does not need humans in order

control can also be seen as a scale, similar to how

to exist. Just like ecosystems that are destroyed

“naturalness” exists on a scale. Various factors

or species that go extinct, human influence can

influencing our control over fire. For example,

eliminate certain types of fire from the landscape.

ignition might be intentional, which allows choice

On the other hand, mankind can use it and

for season, weather conditions, location. But control

manipulated it to achieve certain goals. It can be

can also be in the extent we allow the fire to burn

beautiful and peaceful, but it can also be vicious and

by creating spatial interventions such as fire breaks.

destructive.

The amount of control we can exert also depends on
the capacities and abilities of the authorities, such

Adopting the view of fire as a concept has benefits,

as fire-fighters.

for example that -like nature- fire is no longer a
phenomenon that is either totally controlled or
totally uncontrolled, but instead is positioned
along a scale. For example, one can imagine an
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figure 7.2 | By plotting fire in two dimensions, control and fire severity, four fire archetypes are created.

Similarly, the physical aspects of fire can be seen

By plotting these two dimensions against each other,

as a scale, namely as one running from low fire

an axial system such as in figure 7.2 is generated.

severity to high fire severity. There are multiple

Using the results from this study one can further

other factors that influence this fire severity, such

specify these two axes for the case of Portugal. In

as fuel loads and state, moisture content of the soil

the case of the vertical axis, fire severity, most

and fuels and meteorological conditions. However,

Portuguese ecosystems seem benefitted by low

as the literature review has shown, the season in

severity fires. In comparison to wildfires, more

which the fire burns is a good predictor of many

soil organic matter is kept intact in a low severity

of these factors and thus a good predictor of fire

fire, which in turn limits the impact on important

severity.

ecosystem services (see figure 7.3).

figure 7.3 | In the case of Portugal, a higher fire severity can generally be linked to damaging effects on ecosystem services, whereas
a low fire severity -generally- produces ecosystem services.
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figure 7.4 | The results of this thesis show that -in the case of Portugal- a higher degree of control over fire can be associated with
more positive emotions, whereas a lack of control generates strong negative emotions.

The second axis -the amount of control exerted

The

over fire- can also be further specified, as was

“archetypes of fire” to four types (see figure 7.5).

suggested

scheme

helps

increase

the

already mentioned above. In the results it is shown

The two existing fire types can still be located in

that the left hand side of the axis, where fire is

the scheme. Wildfires are to be found in quadrant

uncontrolled, generates strong negative emotions,

1, named “uncontrolled, high severity fires”. Their

such as fear, trauma and bad. Controlled fire,

severity is large and the emotions they evoke are

however, generates more neutral or even positive

very strongly negative. The current way of dealing

emotions ,such as “good”, “normal” and “respect

with these fires, for example by firefighting

for fire” as mentioned by some of the interviewees

and creating firebreaks are ways to increase the

(see figure 7.4).

amount of control over the fire and move towards
quadrant 2. The prescribed fires are also present,
to be found in quadrant 4, called “controlled, low
severity fires”. They generally have a low impact
and their controlled nature allows for more neutral
or positive emotions in the public.

figure 7.5 | The conceptual model produces four fire archetypes, with different combinations of physical and mental fire, able to
generate different ecosystem services.
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The idea of a prescribed fire could take its place

possibly start to play a role. Similarly, conducting

anywhere within the scheme. Each place in the

a high severity but controlled fire is likely to evoke

scheme, with a corresponding severity and level

negative associations -due to its high impact- as

of control, will result in a unique set of biophysical

well as positive emotions -associated with the

effects and -consecutively- specific ecosystem

ability to keep that fire under control.

services provided. The “prescription” are the
ecosystem services that need to be generated by

However, similar to the rationale behind the

the fire and the corresponding level of severity and

conservation of large areas of wilderness, one

control needed to achieve those. What changes is

might also argue that there is value to be found

the idea of the deliberation or intention, which goes

in the concept of “wild” fire. That value could be

beyond the ignition, but reflects a conscious choice

the conservation of fire as a natural process that is

for a specific amount of control that we want to

not, or minimally, influenced by humans. It could

exert upon the fire.

simply be the concept -the idea of truly wild fire
that is “out there”- that evokes a similar emotion

One can imagine various cases to demonstrate

as the images of large herds of bison on the prairies

this new range of prescriptions. For example, a

of North America.

fire is needed to reduce the amount of fuel close
to a village, in which case the prescription would

Exploring these options trough the act of design

likely call for a high level of control, to prevent

could have two major advantages. The first is that the

unwanted fires in the village. Depending on local

discussion that is likely to be provoked by exploring

conditions, the manager might opt for a very

all four fire archetypes, even those currently

severe fire to consume as much fuel as possible. A

seen as undesirable, is useful in challenging the

fire to maintain ecological values in a large natural

current strong emotional response to fire. Second,

park could feature a much lower level of control,

by thinking, sketching and speculating about the

allowing the fire to develop and spread on its own,

possible (future) forms of fire, new ecosystem

while the severity of the fire would depend on the

services provided by fire might come into focus.

species involved and their needs.

Ecosystem services that are currently not on the

THE ROLE OF DESIGN
The two “stereotypical fires” that currently exist
have a location in the scheme where the two
dimensions reinforce each other. High severity
uncontrolled fires have a high impact on the
environment and evoke a strong negative emotion
in the public, making a strong case against the
acceptance of these fires by the public. Low severity
controlled fires on the other hand, both have a
positive impact on the landscape and are perceived
more positive by the public. In comparison, the
remaining two archetypes are where emotion
and fire impact are going to conflict. A fire low in
severity, with low impact on the environment, is
likely to be perceived as positive by most of the
public. But when it is coupled to a lower degree
of control, the conditioned negative emotions will
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table, simply because the type of fire they need
cannot be found in the contemporary landscape.
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DESIGN WITH FIRE

The previous chapters have built the argument
that the “physical” fire and the “mental” fire

MENTAL FIRE: PLAYING WITH
FIRE.

are two different entities, that are -nonethelessconnected. The conceptual model illustrates what

CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

this connection might look like and the four “fire

The

archetypes” that emanate from this way of thinking

public’s knowledge and understanding of- can

about fire. Following from this argument, one can

be clearly identified in the city of Mafra. Mafra is

identify two main tasks for design.

located close to Lisboa and is densely urbanised

second

design

objective

-improving

the

country side with many inhabitants working in
The first can be described with the proverb “the

Lisboa during the day. The physical fire is mostly

proof of the pudding is in the eating”. To make the

brought under control, for example by using low

claim of four fire archetypes and their respective

severity controlled fires (“prescribed fires”) to

value in the landscape plausible, they need testing

segment the landscape and prevent the spread of

and demonstration in a real world scenario. This

uncontrolled fires. However, as was also indicated

thesis will do so at a very basic level, with limited

in the interviews, the dominantly urban population

technical elaboration, as further specification would

of Mafra still considers all forms of fire as a bad

require much more technical expertise and time.

element in the landscape. As FC stated: ”Urban idea.
So any smoke is a tragedy.” (FC, Q.257).

The second issue that was identified in the research
is the limited knowledge and understanding of fire

To aid in this objective a card game was developed

in the general public. This not only hurts the public

as a tool that could be used -for example- at

acceptance of prescribed fire as a management

community gatherings as a method to take away

method, but one can also anticipate that similar

barriers hindering public participation in the

effects will occur when discussing the four fire

decision making process. The game had three main

archetypes from the conceptual model. Design can

objectives. First, creating awareness on the role of

aid in this conflict by creating tools to educate the

fire in the landscape and the ecosystem services

general public and in that way help in the transition

that might be provided by fire. Secondly, through

to a “living with fire” mindset.

this increased awareness, diversify the emotional
responses to fire. Lastly, the game is meant to show
the role of the public in the fire problem and the
concrete actions they can take themselves.

figure 8.1 | One of the challenges fire experts face is to increase the fire awareness and understanding of non-experts. For example,
this private garden has large pine trees, close to the house, increasing the risk of a structural fire.
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METHOD

1ST ITERATION

The development of the game consisted of multiple

The first version of the game (see figure 8.2) was

prototypes, which were first sketched out on paper.

very similar to the popular game of Catan. The

During this process, things like point distribution,

game board consisted of 25 plots, each of which

player roles and the evolution of the gameplay

had would evolve to a specific land use depending

were the main issues that needed solving. The

on the management choices made by the owner

prototype was then digitalized in a very basic form

of the plot. Three management choices were

for printing and testing. Testing was conducted

available: doing nothing, mechanical maintenance

using a small group of students, most of which

and prescribed burning. Depending on the land

were already acquainted with the topic of research

use and management choices specific ecosystem

in time spans of approximately and hour. Before

services are generated, which deliver income or

and after playing the testers were asked to fill in

specific points (e.g. nature points or wood points).

small questionnaires, which were mainly meant as

Depending on the role of each player, specific

a starting point for the consecutive discussion. The

objectives needed to be attained in order to win the

main goal of the testing was to improve the game

game, such as a required number of nature points

play and understandability of the game, rather than

or a certain amount of income.

measure the effect of the game in the participants’
understanding of fire. Firstly because it was

Each land use also had an associated flammability,

believed that to really measure the effectivity of

which determined whether a plot would burn

the game many more people would have to test the

in a wildfire. Different factors could increase

game. Secondly, the testers were all well-educated

flammability, for example a lack of maintenance

landscape professionals, which will likely respond

or if the plot was on a hillside. A wildfire was

different to the game, compared to the general

triggered if a player drew a wildfire card from the

public.

chance-cards deck. After a wildfire, all plots with a
flammability score higher than 2 would be turned
into bare land, the starting point for land use
evolution.

figure 8.2 | Game cards from the first iteration of the game development. The game was found too complex, which is reflected by the
large amount of options on the card.
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Testing showed that the game, though it was enjoyed

long row, with the village placed at the end. Each

and experienced as fun, was far too complex. This

round, the next plot from the village was turned

was mainly due to the large number of land uses

over and players could decide whether or not they

(10) and their possible evolution-levels, which

wanted property of the plot. This decision depended

resulted in a total of 28 unique land uses. Together

on the nature points and income the plot could

with the large playing field (25 plots) and point

provide and how those compared to the objectives

system that the players needed to keep track of, the

defined by the player’s role.

game play became too complex. According to the
testers, the game made them aware of their role in

The management and evolution of the plots was

the problem and the necessity of cooperation. The

simplified. Management still existed of three

other objective, that the game should demonstrate

options. Doing nothing is free, but the plot goes

the ecosystem services produced by fire, was not

abandoned and the flammability increases with 1

found to be very present in the game. The main

point. The second option, mechanical maintenance,

issues taken from the first iteration was that the

costed 1 coin and delivered no additional benefits.

game needed to become less complex and secondly,

Lastly, prescribed burning, had the highest costs (2

that the ecosystem services produced by fire needed

coins) but provided additional ecosystems services

to gain a prominent role in the game.

in the form of increased biodiversity or increased
resilience to diseases. Similar to the first iteration,

2ND ITERATION

wildfires could be triggered by the draw of a

In the second iteration of the game (see figure 8.3)

card, but the spread of the fire now depended on

the number of land uses was brought down from

flammability of adjacent plots. If the fire reached

10 to 5. The topography was incorporated into the

the village there were consequences for all players.

cards by creating two variants for each land use (one
on a hillside and one on flat topography). Instead
of predetermined land ownership, the players now
needed to bid against each other to gain ownership
of a plot. At the start of the game twenty random
land uses were placed face down on the table in a

figure 8.3 | Game cards from the second iteration of the game development. The game was made simpler, for example by limiting
the amount of choices per card, as can bee seen in the examples.
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The second iteration proved to be less complex, given
the lower playing time, though time management
in the game also proved necessary, for example
by limiting the time available for bidding to 30
seconds. The choice to feature more supporting and
regulating ecosystem services, rather than solely
provisioning services, increased the perception of
ecosystem services that are produced by fires.

DISCUSSION
The resulting game is very similar to the second
iteration, with only minor alterations being made
to increase understandability. Whether or not the
game will reach its objectives is something that
can only be assessed after more extensive testing
with people actually living with (wild)fires as well
as evaluation with fire-experts. Secondly, the game
developed is only a tool meant to bridge the gap
between fire experts and the general public, but
a tool that will only work with input, energy and
effort from both experts and non-experts.
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PHYSICAL FIRE: PARQUE
NACIONAL DU FOGO

burns”) that reduce fuel loads on hilltops and thus
help segment the landscape. Complete removal
of fire from the Serra da Estrela is not desirable

CONTEXT

however. According to Silveira et al. (1997) the use

As stated before, another objective of design was

of fire -in combination with grazing and cutting-

to illustrate how the four fire archetypes from

by shepherds and farmers was responsible for

the conceptual model might be implemented in

the formation of many of these habitats, often

the Portuguese landscape. As a hypothetical test-

dominated by Cistus and Erica species. Silveira et al.

site for this implementation, the Serra da Estrela

thus propose that more elaborate plans on the use

Natural Park .was chosen. The Serra da Estrela

of fire for each habitat need to be developed.

(which translates to Star Mountain) is a typical
example of an infield-outfield land-use system.

OBJECTIVES

These systems consist of infields -agricultural

From the issues described above, two clear

plots close to settlements- and outfields -pastures

objectives for the Serra da Estrela follow. The

and forests in the landscape- that were grazed or

first is the development of new forms of income

exploited to provide nutrients and resources for

to compensate for the loss of economic drivers in

the infields (Jansen, 2008). The anthropogenic

the current landscape. The currently stimulated

influences exerted through this type of land-use

tourism might fulfil this role, but is also criticised

system are responsible for many of the ecological

as promoting a symbolic ideal of the country side

values found in the Serra da Estrela (Jansen, 2008;

that (no longer) matches reality (Figueiredo, 2009).

Jansen and Diemont, 2011; Van Den Brink and

Secondly, they argue these transitions “rarely bear

Janssen, 1985) responsible for its status as a Natura

in mind the interests, needs and knowledge of the

2000 area.

resident population” (Figueiredo, 2008, p.168),
such as -but not limited to- resources extracted

The relative isolation of the Serra da Estrela

from the landscape.

has enabled the relatively long continuation of
this infield-outfield system, but trends show

A similar argument can be made for the second

inevitable decline of traditional farming (Jansen

objective; finding new ways for the Serra da Estrela

and Diemont, 2011) giving rise to processes like

to deal with fire. Currently only two types of fire

land abandonment. This hurts the biodiversity

can be found in the park; large, uncontrolled,

and health of many of the Natura 2000 habitats,

high severity fires and small scale, controlled, low

which -as stated earlier- are strongly dependant on

severity fires. The former are problematic, due

human disturbances. Secondly, the socio-economic

to the material and immaterial losses they cause.

consequences of abandonment are comparable to

The traditional motivations for the latter, like

those occurring in much of Portugal’s interior. New

promoting the regrowth of pastures, are becoming

forms of income are desperately needed, which

less relevant due to socio-economic changes, as

are currently sought in rural and nature tourism

was shown in chapter 4.

connected to the Natural Park.
The design tries to demonstrate how the four fire
Also in terms of physical fires, the Serra da Estrela

archetypes might be used in solving these issues.

is comparable to the “typical” Portuguese interior.

It does so by developing the Serra da Estrela into

Uncontrolled, high severity fires (“wildfires”) are

a National Fire Park and thereby exploring the

frequent, which form an additional threat to many

possibilities of a new fire ecosystem service:

of the Natura 2000 habitats (Jansen and Diemont,

tourism. As stated before, the objective of the design

2011). Currently, authorities try to limit this

is not to provide the technical elaborations needed

threat by performing controlled fires (“prescribed

to implement these fire archetypes, but rather to
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explorer the ecosystem services and the emotional

Most of the Serra da Estrela has been mapped in

responses they might provide. The design results

2008 for the formulation of a management plan. The

can be used as a tool to generate public debate

maps show that most of the park is predominantly

and illustrate the role landscape architects and

composed of shrublands, which mostly feature on

designers might play in the fire issue.

the plateau’s (see figure 8.8). This is also where
most biological values are located, as shown in

METHODS

figure 8.7. The areas in white that are not mapped

The design was developed in two main steps. The

are likely private tree plantations or abandoned

first step was the development of a zoning plan for

land, in which case shrubland is the most logical

the four fire archetypes, by conducting a landscape

vegetation. Mapping the fires that have occurred in

analysis of the Serra da Estrela. The analysis was

the last twenty years shows that these have mostly

composed of the three factors determining fire

been located on the western border of the park,

behaviour in the landscape; topography, fuel and

close to the earlier mentioned villages (see figure

weather. In the second step the physical factors

8.9).

identified in the analysis were matched against
the four fire archetypes and the ways in which

Due to its stochastic nature, it is difficult to include

they might be combined were explored. Next,

specific weather conditions into the landscape

these combinations between landscapes and fire

analysis. What can be said, is that at the Penhas

archetypes were elaborated with regards to their

Douradas

technical functioning, the ecosystem services they

Mateigas- the average wind direction throughout

produce and the emotional response they might

the year predominated runs from South-East to

evoke. To convey these emotions, photoshop

West-North-West, as can be seen in figure 8.4

visualisations were used as a tool.

(Windfinder, 2017).

weatherstation

-located

close

to

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
The topography of the Serra da Estrela is dominated
by glacial features (see figure 8.6) originating from
the last glacial maximum (Gonçalo Teles Vleira
and António de Brum Ferreira, 1998). This has
resulted in a plateau -that features the highest
point in Portugal (Torre, 1993 meters)- surrounded

N

by a number of steep valleys. The mountain is
village of Manteigas being the only major settlement
within the Natural Park. The park is crossed by two
major roads and houses a series of drinking water
reservoirs (see figure 8.5).
W

%

20
18 %
16%%
14
12 %
10%%
8%
6%
4%
2

surrounded by several villages and cities with the

E

S
figure 8.4 | Average wind direction for the Penhas Douradas
weatherstation. Adapted from: (Windfinder, 2017)..
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OCCUPATION

TOPOGRAPHY

Scale 1:60.000 N

Scale 1:60.000 N

figure 8.5 | Map of the villages, roads and waterways in the

figure 8.6 | DEM and hillshade of the Serra de Estrela.

Serra de Estrela. Only one (large) village is located in the park,

Outstanding features are the plateaus and steep valleys with

which is Manteigas.

glacial origins.

BIOLOGICAL VALUES

VEGETATION

Scale 1:60.000 N

Scale 1:60.000 N

figure 8.7 | Biological values in the Serra da Estrela. The core

figure 8.8 | Vegetation types in the Serra da Estrela. Shrublands

area with biological values is located on the plateaus. Adapted

are dominant, combined with bare rock, pastures and oaklands

from : ICNF ( 2008).

Adapted from : ICNF (2008).
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AREA BURNT

Scale 1:30.000 N
figure 8.9 | Area burnt between 1990 and 2016 compared to the area burnt in 2017. Most fires seem to occur on the western side of
the park, with limited fires occuring on the plateaus.
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PROPOSED ZONING PLAN

Scale 1:30.000 N
figure 8.10 | Proposed zoning plan to implement the four fire archetypes in the Serra da Estrela.
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ZONING PLAN

The Phoenix’s domain

Four zones are developed (see figure 8.10), each

The zone where uncontrolled, low severity fires

corresponding to one of the four fire archetypes.

can occur, is located on the plateaus of the Serra

Controlled, low severity fires are developed as a fire

da Estrela (see figure 8.12). Here fire is treated like

safari. Uncontrolled, low severity fires as a form

a species that is reintroduced in a nature reserve. It

of wild nature. Controlled, high severity fires as a

can start and spread freely, to once again fulfil their

fire festival and uncontrolled, low severity fires as

ecological role [habitat management]. Fires will

a fire-experience route. The texts in brackets refer

preferably start naturally, but if within a specific

to the ecosystem services mentioned in chapter 4.

timespan (for example five or seven years) no fire
has occurred it will be set intentionally to keep fuel

Fire safari

loads within certain limits. Preferably, this is done

The first zone features the controlled, low severity

in winter, to limit the fire’s severity.

fires, which are situated in areas surrounding the
villages and cities in and around the park. These

Because of the large, continuous character of the

fires are small in scale, to guarantee control over

zone, a natural patchwork will form as the fires

the fire, and are limited in severity, to minimize

occasionally skip certain areas or burn other places

the impact of the fires. The main ecosystem service

more severely. The flat topography helps limit

provided by these burns is the regulation of fuel load

the ability of the fire to quickly escape its zone by

[fuel regulation], offering protection to the villagers

climbing uphill. Instead, when arriving at the edges

against uncontrolled fires. Additionally, depending

of the plateau, the topography will curl downwards,

on local conditions, the fires might be conducted

which helps slow the pace of the fire. With the

in such a way that they also serve ecological

addition of fire breaks, fires can easily be contained

purposes [habitat management] or enhance pastures

in their zone.

for grazing [pasture regeneration]. Due to their
controlled nature, low impact and positive effect on

The ecosystem services fulfilled by these fires

safety and security for local inhabitants are likely to

are predominantly the conservation of ecological

be associated with mostly positive emotions.

values, but the reduced fuel loads [fuel regulation]
also help in the containment of uncontrolled,

Additionally, the fires could perform a touristic

high severity fires that might occur outside the

function, by performing them as a “fire safari”

zone. The fear associated with the loss of control

(see figure 8.11) during which tourists can join the

over the fire is partly curbed by ensuring a strong

crew and experience the fire in person. Groups are

framework for containment and might partly be

kept small, which not only provide an educational

outbalanced by the beneficial impacts that the fires

opportunity, but also makes for an exclusive

are known to affect. Additionally, similar to the

experience. The burn can be conducted at night,

concept of wilderness (as treated in the conceptual

during which weather conditions are generally

framework), “wild” fires might also have inherent

more beneficial for controlled burning (Trindade,

value as a natural process being preserved. The

2017) -which also enlarges the number of days

sensations and emotions tourists will experience

per year available for controlled fires- but also

seeing a free roaming fire, might be very similar to

creates an engaging setting. To conduct these fires,

large herds of bison running across the prairies of

local inhabitants could be trained and certified,

Northern America [spiritual/aesthetic experience].

which not only provides them with a new source
of income, but also increases the local involvement
and familiarity with fire.
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figure 8.11 | Controlled, low severity fires as a “fire safari”.
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figure 8.12 | The Phoenix’s domain: Uncontrolled, low severity fires roaming across the mountain plateaus.

figure 8.13 | Dragon Dance: controlled, high severity fire as an event.
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figure 8.14 | Rota de Dragões: experiencing fire landscapes along a car route.

Dragon Dance

Rota de Dragões

The third fire archetype is the controlled but high

The last fire archetype is the uncontrolled, high

severity fires, which at first instance might sound

severity fire that is currently found all over Portugal.

like a paradox. The location for this zone is chosen

This makes these fires a “background layer” that

in the very steep glacial valleys around Manteigas,

is always present. Instead of trying to eliminate

where fires are able to rapidly spread uphill in

this archetype, the design tries to incorporate

case of an uncontrolled fire, complicating any

it into a system that could eventually lead to a

suppression efforts in case an uncontrolled fire

sustainable coexistence with fire, both controlled

needs to be contained. Regular fire can provide fuel

and uncontrolled.

regulation [fuel regulation], helping to limit these
risks. The emotional response from these fires will

With the zones previously proposed implemented,

be controversial at the least, as a conflict would

a framework will be present with strong anchor

occur between the high degree of control and the

points that already helps limit the spread of

high impact of the fire.

these uncontrolled, high severity fires. Secondly,
the creation of “safe zones” by controlled fires

However, in the Fire Park, controlled, high severity

around villages and cities, can help in accepting

fires are used for a fire festival that is unique in the

that uncontrolled fires will regularly burn the

world: Dragon Dance [recreation] (see figure 8.13). At

intermediate landscape. This will help keep fuel

the start of the festival the fire will be ignited from

loads in check [regulate fuel] and could help reduce

the top of the valley, which ensures that the fire

severity and the impact both on the ecosystem and

can only burn downwards, up to the valley bottom,

on human occupations.

where a large firebreak ensures the safety of the
festival visitors. The valley is then left to burn and

Additionally, the uncontrolled, high severity fires

the festival goes on -continually- until the fire goes

can provide a very unique, dissonant aesthetic

out. The unique experience of the festival will not

experience [aesthetic experience], as was experienced

only attract a worldwide audience -boosting the

by the author in the aftermath of the Pédrogão

local economy- but will also offer the opportunity

Grande fire in June 2017. By creating a Route of the

to experience an high severity fire up close and

Dragons (Rota de Dragões, see figure 8.14) tourists

personal [aesthetic experience]. This is likely to

can experience a charred, silent, desolate landscape

generate a very strong -though ambiguous-

that evokes an unnerving emotion. Additionally, by

emotional response within the audience. Secondly,

providing stops and (fire-proof) information signs

the festival will offer the opportunity to educate

along the route, tourists [recreation] can be educated

a large amount of people on the role of fire in the

on the role of fire in the landscape [education].

landscape [education].
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DISCUSSION
As stated earlier, the four fire archetypes were not
designed with technical feasibility in mind. Instead,
they are meant as illustrations of what a possible
new relationship with fire could look like. Some of
these fire archetypes -such as the controlled, high
severity fires- might never be realised, simply
because the risks are too high. It might even be the
case that the current emotions and ideas about fire
have become so engrained in the general public
that these fire archetypes will prove simply to
controversial for discussion.
However, the fire archetypes illustrated here
are extremes, located in the far corners of the
conceptual model proposed. Because there are
genuine scales, mixing of the archetypes is possible,
enlarging the range of possibilities. Depending on
local conditions and the wants, needs and emotions
of local inhabitants, various elements can be
combined to form place-specific relationships with
fire. This possibility of mixing is the key to shifting
the debate from a solely technological approach to
a broader public debate in which not only physical
fire, but also the mental fire comes into play.
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CONCLUSIONS

BIOPHYSICAL EFFECTS

EMOTIONS

R.Q.1 | What are the differences in fire-character

R.Q.3 | In what ways do humans experience fire in the

between prescribed fires and wildfires and what are

landscape and how does that affect their ideas on fire

their respective biophysical effects?

management?

The main factor influencing the effects of a fire is fire

A clear link between fire and emotions has been

severity; the amount of organic matter consumed

shown in the results. Many of these emotions are

by a fire. In case of a wildfire, moisture levels are

negative, though positive experiences are also

limited, creating large amount of organic matter

present. There are indications that the degree

ready for burning. Prescribed fires on the other

of control over a fire plays a large role in this

hand are usually conducted during wet seasons,

relationship, with highly controlled fires being

when water protects the organic matter, helping

perceived more positive than uncontrolled fires.

to limit severity. A higher severity is often linked

In terms of fire management the results indicate

to more severe biophysical effects, that can range

a clear difference between fire experts and non-

from increased erosion to decreased water quality.

experts. The latter make more mention of emotions

However, as shown in the discussion, fire severity is

and base their opinions on fire management mostly

no direct measure for ecosystem responses, as this

on emotions and the values and attitudes they hold.

link is highly place specific.

Experts on the other hand support their choices

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

mostly on beliefs supported with arguments. The
Images of Nature of Buijs were not found to be able
to predict the opinion interviewees hold on fire and

R.Q.2 | What ecosystem services could the landscape
system generate under these two fire regimes?

fire management.

DESIGN

There is however a clear link between the two
fire types and the ecosystem services provided by

D.Q. | How can the phenomenon of fire –both physically

the landscape. Wildfires are generally believed

and mentally- be employed to produce ecosystem

to destroy or drastically hurt ecosystem services.

services in the Portuguese landscape?

Prescribed fires on the other hand, because of
their low severity, have a much lower or even

The results indicate that fire cannot solely be

positive impact on the landscape and the ecosystem

seen as a physical phenomenon, but also has a

services it is able to provide. The ecosystem services

mental component, including -often very strong-

produced are mostly supporting or regulating

emotions. Understanding this is key, in order to

services, whereas provisioning and cultural services

communicate the notion that living with fire is

are rather limited in number. For some of these

unavoidable and increasing the acceptance of using

services there is also limited demand, due to socio-

fire to produce certain ecosystem services. The

economic transformations.

combination between these physical and mental
components enlarges the “types of fire” possible.
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To bridge the gap between the technocratic
approach to fire management on the one hand
and the emotional aspects on the other, work
needs to be done on both. Increasing the public´s
understanding of fire is work that can be done on
the technological side. For example, using a game
to increase familiarity and understanding of fire,
helping to make the topic more accessible and
facilitating public debate. But education can also
take place in the physical landscape, by showing
fire and fire effects in the landscape. On the side
of fire emotions, creating experiences that bring
the public into contact with fire and its effects
cannot only affect their emotional response, but
simultaneously produce ecosystem services that
can support the local economy.
Some might say that fire management and fire
science is already such a complex field that including
emotional aspects will only further increase this
complexity and hinder rational decision-making.
However, this study shows that physical fire and
emotional responses are inseparable. Just like the
suppression of fire, excluding emotions is not an
available option. Instead of seeing emotions as
another barrier in coming to grips with the fire
issue, they should be seen as an opportunity. An
opportunity to involve a larger public, to come to
innovative, renewing ways for society to deal with
fire.
Designers, such as landscape architects, will be
essential in bridging the technical and social aspects
of fire. This thesis is only but a first, small step on
a new, unknown path. Hopefully, it can become a
stepping stone for those truly seeking to Design
with Fire.
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Commander from the Proteçao Civil de Seia. Forest engineer and 001
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with [AC] on prescribed burns.
AC

Autonomy

trained (prescribed) fire expert.
AM

Functional

Lady, orginally from France, living in Mafra.

007

n

CB

Inclusive

Swiss immigrant living in Mafra for over 20 years. Runs an

004

n

010

n

017

y

002-018

y

011

n

Commander of the Bombeiros de Malveira. Extensive experience 018

y

Evangelical youth camp.
CC

Inclusive

Administrative employee at the Tapada Nacional de Mafra.
Originally from Lisboa.

CG

Inclusive

Commander from the Guarda Nacional Republicana (GNR),
working with [CT] and in prescribed burns and wildfire
incidents.

CT

Autonomy

Commander from the Proteçao Civil de Mafra. Forest engineer
and trained (prescribed) fire expert.

FA

Aesthetic

Retired electrician and farmer living his entire life in Mafra.
Father of [FU]. Husband of [FW].

FC

Aesthetic

in sturcutal and wildland firefighting and working with [CT] in
prescribed burns.
FU

-

Colleague of [CT] in the Proteçao Civil de Mafra and volunteer

011

y

firefighter working with [CT] on prescribed burns. Son of [FA]
and [FW].
FW

-

Mother of [FU] and wife of [FA].

011

n

JN

Inclusive

Man originally from a plantation in the inland of Portugal.

005

n

Husband of [MN].
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Autonomy

-

001-018

n

ME

Autonomy

Old lady living next to a sub-urban abandoned plot that had

006

n

005

n

caught fire and burned the week before.
MN

Autonomy

Lady orginally from Lisbon living in Mafra. Wife of [JN]

PC

Functional

Forest manager of the Tapada Nacional de Mafra. Expert trained 008-009 y

SF1

-

in the use of (prescribed) fire.
Sapadores Florestales of the Tapada Nacional de Mafra.

018

y

018

y

018

y

012

n

Functional

Tourist from the city of Coimbra, Portugal on holiday in Ericeira. 013

n

Inclusive

Tourist from the interior of Portugal on holiday in Mafra. Wife

n

Colleague of [PC].
SF2

-

Sapadores Florestales of the Tapada Nacional de Mafra.
Colleague of [PC].

SF3

-

Sapadores Florestales of the Tapada Nacional de Mafra.
Colleague of [PC].

T1

Functional

Tourist from the city of Lyon, France on holiday in Portugal
with her boyfriend.

T2

014

of [T4].
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ID

Image of

Description

Nature
T4

-

In trans- Expert?
scripts

Tourist from the interior of Portugal on holiday in Mafra.

014

n

Husband of [T3].
T5

Autonomy

Tourist from Norway on holiday in Portugal.

015

n

TO

Inclusive

Employee from the tourist office in Mafra.

016

n
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